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LARGE-SCALE SPACE-BASED SOLAR POWER STATION: PACKAGING,
DEPLOYMENT AND STABILIZATION OF LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention is related to a space-based solar power station

including lightweight compactible structures for a plurality of solar power satellite

modules, more specifically to a modular space-based power station with a plurality of

compactable independent solar power satellite modules flown in an orbital formation

that by themselves or in unison form a phased and/or amplitude array at radio

frequencies for power transmission from space to Earth, each module having a

plurality of compactible power generation tiles having integrated photovoltaic cells,

antennas, thermal radiator and control circuits in varying configurations; and

methods and mechanism for the deployment of such lightweight compactible

structures.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Space-based solar power (SBSP) describes the collection of solar

power in space by a solar-power satellite or a satellite power system (SPS) and then

the conversion and transmission of the power to a remote receiver for conversion

back to electrical power. In an SBSP system, solar energy is collected as electrical

energy on board, powering some manner of wireless power transmission to a

receiver located remotely from the SPS. The wireless power transmission

application might include a microwave transmitter or laser emitter, which would direct

its beam toward a collector, such as a power receiving rectenna at the remote

location, such as, on the Earth's surface.

[0003] SBSP differs from ground-based solar collection methods in that the

means used to collect energy resides on an orbiting satellite instead of on the Earth's

surface. Basing such a system in space results in a higher collection rate for the

solar energy due to the lack of a diffusing atmosphere. In a conventional ground-

based system a large percentage (55-60%) of the solar energy is lost on its way

through the atmosphere by the effects of reflection and absorption. Space-based

solar power systems convert solar energy to a far-field emission such as microwaves

outside the atmosphere, avoiding these losses. In addition, SBSP systems have a

longer collection period and the ability to collect solar energy continuously without



the downtime (and cosine losses, for fixed flat-plate collectors) that result from the

Earth's rotation away from the sun.

[0004] A general limitation for SBSP systems is the size of SPS required to

generate sufficient electrical power from solar energy. For example, for a 500 M

system a 5 km2 platform may be required. Such a platform would be formed of large

satellites on the order to tens to hundreds of tonnes/satellite. The launch costs

associated with placing such large structures into orbit reduces the economic viability

of such SBSP systems.

SUMMARY

[0005] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments of the

invention provide compactible lightweight structures for a space-based solar power

(SBSP) system including compactible lightweight structures for a plurality of solar-

power satellite modules. In a number of embodiments, the satellite modules include

a plurality of lightweight compactible modular power generation tiles combining at

least one photovoltaic cell, a power transmitter and circuitry configured to perform a

variety of control functions including (but not limited to) coordinating the participation

of the power transmitter in a phased array. Embodiments also provide compactible

structures, and methods and mechanisms for deploying such compactible lightweight

structures once in a selected operating location. A plurality of the standalone

compactible satellite modules may be collocated, deployed into an operating

configuration, and flown in any suitable orbital formation in space to collectively

constitute the space-based solar power system.

[0006] Many embodiments are directed to a space-based solar power station

including, a plurality of unconnected compactible satellite modules disposed in space

in an orbital array formation, wherein each of the compactible satellite modules

including a plurality of structural elements moveably interconnected such that the

dimensional extent of the satellite modules in at least one axis is compactible, a

plurality of power generation tiles disposed on each of the plurality of moveable

elements, each of the power generation tiles having at least one photovoltaic cell

and at least one power transmitter collocated thereon, the at least one photovoltaic

cell and power transmitter in signal communication such that an electrical current

generated by the collection of solar radiation by the at least one photovoltaic cell

powers the at least one power transmitter, and where each of the at least one power

transmitters including an antenna; and control electronics that controls the phase of



a radio frequency power signal that feeds the antenna so that the power transmitter

is coordinated with power transmitters on other power generation tiles to form a

phased array.

[0007] In other embodiments the plurality of structural elements have a finite

thickness and are foldable relative to each other by one of the following z-folding,

fan-folding, double z-folding, Miura-ori, and slip-folding.

[0008] In still other embodiments the folded movably interrelated elements are

further compacted by rotationally symmetric wrapping.

[0009] In yet other embodiments adjacent structural elements fold together

along a fold axis and slip a predetermined distance relative to each other along the

fold axis, and wherein at least the edges of the structural elements transverse to the

fold axis are continuously interconnected. In some such embodiment material voids

are formed along at least portions of the fold axis between the adjacent structural

elements. In other such embodiments interconnections are included that bridge the

material voids. In still other such embodiments the interconnections comprise one or

both ligament folds or hinges. In yet other such embodiments the interconnections

are one or more hinges selected from the group consisting of latchable, frictionless,

and slippage. In still yet other such embodiments the structural elements are

configured to fold along the plurality of fold axes into a stack of a plurality of

structural elements compacted along an axis transverse to the fold axis. In still yet

other such embodiments the stack of a plurality of structural elements is wrappable

into a curved structure having a bend radius at which plastic deformation of the

structural elements is avoided. In still yet other such embodiments the bend radius

does not exceed a minimum bend radius Rmin given by:

1 _ 2

where h is the thickness of the individual structural elements, E is the material

modulus of the structural elements, and oy yield stress of the structural elements. In

still yet other such embodiments the ends of the longitudinal ends of the stack of a

plurality of structural elements undergo no slip during wrapping.

[0010] In still yet other embodiments the packaging efficiency, of the satellite

module when in a compacted state, as determined by the ratio of the packaged

volume of the compacted satellite module to the material volume of the satellite

module, is greater than 50%.



[001 1] In still yet other embodiments the dimensionalized length λ of the

structural elements ranges from 103 to 106 and the spacing φ between the structural

elements in a compacted state is between 1 and 1.5.

[0012] In still yet other embodiments each of the plurality of power generation

tiles are formed of a plurality of movably interrelated elements such that at least the

photovoltaic cell and power transmitter of each power generation tile are movable

relative to each other such that the dimensional extent of the power generation tiles

are reducible along at least one axis. In some such embodiments the movably

interrelated elements of the power generation tiles are interconnected through one or

more resilient members. In other such embodiments at least the photovoltaic cell

and the power transmitter on each power generation tile are disposed on separate

moveable elements such that the moveable elements displace the photovoltaic cell

and power transmitter relative to each other such that an offset transverse to the

planes of the photovoltaic cell and power transmitter is opened therebetween. In still

other such embodiments the separate moveable elements are interconnected

through one or more resilient members. In yet other such embodiments the resilient

members are springs. In still yet other such embodiments the resilient members are

compactable within the plane of the power transmitter. In still yet other such

embodiments one or more conductive elements are included that extend between

the offset to conductively couple the power transmitter and the photovoltaic cell. In

still yet other such embodiments each of the power generation tiles further comprise

one or more collectors configured to concentrate incoming solar radiation onto each

of the photovoltaic cells, and wherein the collectors are engageable with one or more

expandable structures such that the collectors are displaceable into and out of the

plane of the photovoltaic cell. In still yet other such embodiments the expandable

structures are resilient members.

[0013] In still yet other embodiments the structural elements are prestressed

such that a tensional force is distributed thereacross, the tensional force being

sufficient to resist spatial deformation of the plane of the satellite module. In some

such embodiments the prestress tension is distributed across the structural elements

by one or more stabilizing boom arms. In other such embodiments the prestress

tension is distributed across the structural elements by one or more weighted

elements being subject to a centrifugal force applied by the rotation of the satellite

module. In still other such embodiments adjacent structural elements are



interconnected through slip-folds, and wherein the prestress tension is distributed

anisotropically across the plurality of structural elements such that the tension

applied along the slip-fold axis is much greater than the tension applied transvers to

the slip-fold axis. In yet other such embodiments the edges of the structural

elements transverse to the slip-fold axis are continuously interconnected, and

wherein the prestress tension is distributed to the plurality of structural elements

through the edges of the structural elements. In still yet other such embodiments the

edges of the structural elements are disposed in a parabolic profile. In still yet other

such embodiments the structural elements comprise an outer supportive frame

through which the prestress tension is applied, the power generation tiles being

disposed within the outer supportive frame such that no prestress tension is

distributed into the power generation tiles.

[0014] In still yet other embodiments a deployment mechanism engageable

with the at least two structural elements is included to apply a force thereto such that

the elements are moved relative to each other on application of the force. In some

such embodiments the deployment mechanism comprises one or more elongatable

booms. In other such embodiments the deployment mechanism comprises weighted

elements, and wherein the force is applied by rotation of the satellite module.

[0015] Many other embodiments are directed to a satellite module deployment

mechanism including, a cage defining an internal volume configured to contain a

slip-wrapped satellite module therein, the cage being comprised of two separable

halves of a hollow body, the separable halves further defining two aligned openings

accessing the internal volume disposed opposite each other along the line of

separation between the two halves, an elongated clip configured to releasably retain

a stack of structural elements, the elongated clip being rotatably disposed within the

internal volume of the cage and aligned such that the ends of the stack of structural

elements of the slip-wrapped satellite module are aligned with the two openings,

wherein the clip rotates about an axis within the cage as the ends of the wrapped

structural elements of the slip-wrapped satellite module are extended radially

outward from the cage, and wherein the halves of the cage are drawn radially

outward away from each other as the structural elements of the elongated stack of

structural elements of the slip-wrapped satellite module are unfolded outward from

the clip axis.



[0016] In other embodiments the clip provides a retaining force sufficient such

that the plurality of structural elements are unfolded sequentially.

[0017] Still many other embodiments are directed to a wrapping guide plug

comprising two rotationally symmetric halves of a cylinder having a curved slit

running therethrough, wherein the slit has a thickness sufficient to retain a stack of

structural elements between the halves of the cylinder such that the ends of

structural elements extend beyond the diameter of the cylinder, and wherein the

radius of the cylinder is sufficiently large such that wrapping the structural elements

about the circumference of the cylinder does not induce a bend radius on the

structural elements that exceeds a minimum bend radius that would result in the

plastic deformation of one or more of the structural elements.

[0018] In other embodiments the structural elements are pre-slipped relative

to each other such that when wrapped about the wrapping guide plug the

longitudinal ends of the structural elements are aligned.

[0019] Yet many other embodiments are directed to methods of packaging

and deploying a satellite module of a space-based power station including, providing

a plurality of unconnected compactible satellite modules disposed in space in an

orbital array formation, wherein each of the compactible satellite modules includes, a

plurality of structural elements wherein adjacent structural elements fold together

along a fold axis and slip a predetermined distance relative to each other along the

fold axis, and wherein at least the edges of the structural elements transverse to the

fold axis are continuously interconnected such that the dimensional extend of the

satellite modules in at least one axis is compactible, folding the plurality of structural

elements together along an axis transverse to the fold axis such that the plurality of

structural elements are compacted into a stack having a longitudinal axis and

longitudinal ends transverse to the folding axis, symmetrically rotating the two halves

of the stack of the plurality of structural elements at the midpoint of the longitudinal

length of the stack; and wrapping the symmetrically rotate halves of the stack of the

plurality of structural elements into a cylinder wherein the radius of wrapping does

not exceed a minimum radius at which the structural elements would be plastically

deformed.

[0020] The features and advantages described in the specification are not all

inclusive and, in particular, many additional features and advantages will be

apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of the drawings, specification, and



claims. Moreover, it should be noted that the language used in the specification has

been principally selected for readability and instructional purposes, and may not

have been selected to delineate or circumscribe the inventive subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0021] The description will be more fully understood with reference to the

following figures and data graphs, which are presented as various embodiments of

the disclosure and should not be construed as a complete recitation of the scope of

the disclosure, wherein:

[0022] Figure 1 conceptually illustrates a large-scale space-based solar power

station with a plurality of power satellite modules in geosynchronous orbit about the

Earth, according to one embodiment.

[0023] Figure 2 conceptually illustrates a large-scale space-based solar power

station with a plurality of power satellite modules flying in a rectangular orbital

formation, according to one embodiment.

[0024] Figure 3 conceptually illustrates a large-scale space-based solar power

station, a satellite module, and a cross-sectional view of a modular power generation

tile, according to one embodiment.

[0025] Figure 4a conceptually illustrates a cross-sectional view of a modular

power generation tile, according to one embodiment.

[0026] Figure 4b conceptually illustrates a cross-sectional view of a

photovoltaic cell, according to one embodiment.

[0027] Figure 4c conceptually illustrates a block-diagram for an integrated

circuit suitable for utilization in a power transmitter forming part of a power

generation tile, according to one embodiment.

[0028] Figure 5 conceptually illustrates an array of power generation tiles in

which the antenna elements of the power generation tiles are configured as a

phased array, according to one embodiment.

[0029] Figure 6 conceptually illustrates the power density distribution at a

ground receiver from a transmission of power from a phased array of antennas on a

solar power station, according to embodiments.

[0030] Figure 7 conceptually illustrates dynamic power allocation from a large-

scale space-based solar power system, according to one embodiment.



[0031] Figures 8a and 8b conceptually illustrate electronic beam steering

using relative phase offset between elements of a phased array, according to one

embodiment.

[0032] Figure 9a conceptually illustrates a large-scale space-based solar

power station and a compactable satellite module in a deployed configuration,

according to embodiments.

[0033] Figure 9b conceptually illustrates a retracted compactable satellite

module, according to Figure 9a in a retracted configuration.

[0034] Figures 10a to 10c conceptually illustrate: a) z-folding of a compactible

satellite module, b) wrapping of a compactible satellite module, and c) fan-folding of

a compactible satellite module.

[0035] Figure 11 conceptually illustrates a compactable satellite module

having a biaxial folding configuration.

[0036] Figure 12 provides images of the compaction of a membrane using the

compaction technique of Figure 11.

[0037] Figures 13a and 13b conceptually illustrate folding techniques for a

compactible structure.

[0038] Figure 14 conceptually illustrates a perspective view of a compactable

satellite module having a slip folding and wrapping configuration, according to

embodiments.

[0039] Figures 15a and 15b conceptually illustrate wrapping of: a)

conventionally folded compactible structure; and b) a compactible structure

incorporating slip folding, according to embodiments.

[0040] Figure 16 conceptually illustrates a slip fold according to embodiments.

[0041] Figures 17a and 17b conceptually illustrate interconnections for slip

folding compactible structures, according to embodiments.

[0042] Figure 18 provides an image of a compactible structure incorporating a

ligament fold, according to embodiments.

[0043] Figure 19 conceptually illustrates cross-sectional views of the relative

movement between adjacent slip folded structures, according to embodiments.

[0044] Figure 20 conceptually illustrates cross-sectional views of the structure

of adjacently slip folded structures, according to embodiments.



[0045] Figures 21a to 2 1d conceptually illustrate a cross-sectional view of a

compactable satellite module having a slip folding and wrapping configuration,

according to embodiments.

[0046] Figures 22a to 22d conceptually illustrate the wrapping of a

compactible structure, according to embodiments.

[0047] Figures 23a and 23b provide data graphs showing the packaging

efficiency of slip-wrapped compactible structures as a function of thickness and

wrapping radius, according to embodiments.

[0048] Figure 24 provides a data graph showing the packaging efficiency of

slip-wrapped compactible structures, according to embodiments.

[0049] Figure 25 conceptually illustrates a wrapping guide plug, according to

embodiments.

[0050] Figure 26 provides images of a compactible structure being compacted

using a slip-wrapping technique in accordance with embodiments.

[0051] Figure 27 provides images of a star-folded compactible structure,

according to embodiments.

[0052] Figure 28 conceptually illustrates a large-scale space-based solar

power station, a compactable satellite module, and a compactible power generation

tile in a deployed configuration, according to embodiments.

[0053] Figures 29a and 29b conceptually illustrates: a) a perspective view,

and b) a cross-sectional view of a compactible power generation tile, according to

embodiments.

[0054] Figure 30 conceptually illustrates top and cross-sectional views of a

compactible power generation tile, according to embodiments.

[0055] Figure 3 1 provides a data graph illustrating a radiation pattern from a

flat power transmitter, according to embodiments.

[0056] Figure 32 provides a data graph illustrating the effect of vibrational

deformation on the power transmission efficiency, according to embodiments.

[0057] Figure 33 provides data graphs illustrating radiation patterns from

power transmitters subject to deformation, according to embodiments.

[0058] Figure 34 conceptually illustrates the slewing of a solar power station,

according to embodiments.



[0059] Figures 35a to 35c provide: a) a conceptual illustration of inertial

loading forces, b) graphs of such inertial loading, and c) a data graph showing the

deformation force applied to a satellite module subject to inertial loading, according

to embodiments.

[0060] Figures 36a and 36b provide: a) a conceptual illustration of gravity

gradient loading forces, and b) a data graph showing the deformation force applied

to a satellite module subject to gravity forces, according to embodiments.

[0061] Figure 37 provides a conceptual data graph showing the maximum

allowable deformation of a satellite module, according to embodiments.

[0062] Figures 38a and 38b conceptually illustrate a prestress mechanism

employing a series of stabilizing arms, according to embodiments.

[0063] Figure 39 conceptually illustrates a prestress mechanism employing

weighted tips, according to embodiments,

[0064] Figure 40 conceptually illustrates the anistropic prestress of a slip-

folded compactible structure, according to embodiments.

[0065] Figure 4 1 conceptually illustrates a prestress mechanism for a slip-

folded compactible structure, according to embodiments.

[0066] Figure 42 provides a data graph calculating geometric profiles for a

slip-folded compactible structure, according to embodiments.

[0067] Figure 43 conceptually illustrates a prestress mechanism for a slip-

folded compactible structure, according to embodiments.

[0068] Figure 44 conceptually illustrates the forces applied to a prestressed

compactible structure, according to embodiments.

[0069] Figure 45 conceptually illustrates moveable panels having a plurality of

power generation tiles incorporating frameworks for isolating prestress from the

power generation tiles, according to embodiments.

[0070] Figure 46a conceptually illustrates a boom deployment mechanism for

a compactable satellite module, according to embodiments.

[0071] Figure 46b conceptually illustrates a spin deployment mechanism for a

compactable satellite module, according to embodiments.

[0072] Figures 47a and 47b conceptually illustrate a packaging and

deployment construct for a slip-folded compactible structure, according to

embodiments.



[0073] Figure 48 conceptually illustrates the deployment of a slip-folded

compactible structure implementing a packaging and deployment construct,

according to embodiments.

[0074] Figure 49a provides images of a compactible structure implementing a

slip-folding compaction and deployment technique, according to embodiments.

[0075] Figure 49b provides data graphs showing the deploying forces applied

to deploy the compactible structure of Figure 49a.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0076] Turning now to the drawings, compactible lightweight structures for use

in large-scale space-based solar power (SBSP) stations in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention are illustrated. In many embodiments, the SBSP

systems include arrays of independent satellite modules each formed of such

compactible structures and incorporating arrays of independent solar electric power

generation tiles. In several embodiments, the power generation tiles are each

formed from compactible structures incorporating independent photovoltaic cells,

power transmitters, and control circuits. Methods for deploying, stabilizing, operating

and constructing such large-scale space-based solar power systems in accordance

with a number of embodiments of the invention are also described.

[0077] A large-scale space-based solar power station is a modular space-

based construct that can be formed from a plurality of independent satellite modules

placed into orbit within an orbital formation such that the position of each satellite

module relative to each other is known. Each of the satellite modules can include a

plurality of power generation tiles that capture solar radiation as electrical current

and use the current to transmit the energy to one or more remote receivers using

power transmitters. In many instances, the transmissions are generated using

microwave power transmitters that are coordinated to act as a phased- and/or

amplitude array capable of generating a steerable beam and/or focused beam that

can be directed toward one or more remote receivers. In other embodiments, any of

a variety of appropriate power transmission technologies can be utilized including

(but not limited to) optical transmitters such as lasers.

[0078] Embodiments relate to lightweight space structures used to construct

the modular elements of the solar power station. Some lightweight space structures

are used in the construction of the power generation tiles and/or satellite modules

and may incorporate movable elements that allow the lightweight space structure to



be compacted prior to deployment to reduce the area or dimensional length, height

and/or width of the power generation tiles and/or satellite modules prior to

deployment. The space structures may be made of any number, size and

configuration of movable elements, and the elements may be configured to compact

according to any suitable compacting mechanism or configuration, including one or

two-dimensional compacting using, among others, z-folding, wrapping, rolling, fan-

folding, double z-folding, Miura-ori, slip folding, wrapping, and combinations thereof.

Some embodiments of movable elements are interrelated by hinges, such as,

frictionless, latchable, ligament, and slippage hinges, among others. Some

embodiments of structures are pre-stressed and/or provided with supportive

frameworks to reduce out-of-plane macro- and micro-deformation of the lightweight

structures. Structures and modules may include dynamic stabilizing movement (e.g.,

spinning) during deployment and/or operation. Deployment mechanisms to deploy

the compactible lightweight structures into a deployed operational state may be

incorporated into or associated with embodiments of the lightweight structures.

Some deployment mechanisms may include (but are not limited to) expansive boom

arms, centrifugal force mechanisms such as tip masses or module self-mass, among

others.

[0079] Large-scale spaced-based solar power stations according to many

embodiments utilize a distributed approach to capture solar radiation, and to use the

energy thus captured to operate power transmitters, which transmit power to one or

more remote receivers (e.g., using laser or microwave emissions). The satellite

modules of the solar power station can be physically independent structures, each

comprising an independent array of power generation tiles. The satellite modules

are each placed into a specified flying formation within an array of such satellite

modules in a suitable orbit about the Earth. The position of each of the independent

satellite modules in space within the orbital array formation is controllable via a

combination of station-keeping thrusters and controlled forces from absorption,

reflection, and emission of electromagnetic radiation, as well as guidance controls.

Using such controllers each of the independent satellite modules may be positioned

and maintained within the controlled orbital array formation relative to each of the

other satellite modules so that each satellite module forms an independent modular

element of the large-scale space-based solar power station. The solar radiation

received by each of the power generation tiles of each of the independent satellite



module is utilized to generate electricity, which powers one or more power

transmitters on each of the power generation tiles. Collectively, the power

transmitters on each of the power generation tiles can be configured as independent

elements of a phased and/or amplitude-array.

[0080] The power generation tiles and/or satellite modules may also include

separate electronics to process and exchange timing and control information with

other power generation tiles and/or satellite modules within the large-scale space-

based solar power station. In many implementations, the separate electronics form

part of an integrated circuit that possesses the ability to independently determine a

phase offset to apply to a reference signal based upon the position of an individual

tile and/or transmitter element. In this way, coordination of a phased array of

antennas can be achieved in a distributed manner.

[0081] In embodiments of the distributive approach, different array elements of

the phased array may be directed to transmit power with different transmission

characteristics (e.g., phase) to one or more different remote power receiving

collectors (e.g., ground based rectenna). Each satellite module of power generation

tiles, or combinations of power generating tiles across one or more satellite modules,

may thus be controlled to transmit energy to a different power receiving collector

using the independent control circuitry and associated power transmitters.

[0082] A photovoltaic cell (PV) refers to an individual solar power collecting

element on a power generation tile in a satellite module. The PV includes any

electrical device that converts the energy of light directly into electricity by the

photovoltaic effect including elements made from polysilicon and monocrystalline

silicon, thin film solar cells that include amorphous silicon, CdTe and CIGS cells,

multijunction cells, perovskite cells, organic/polymer cells, and various alternatives

thereof.

[0083] A power transmitter or radiator refers to an individual radiative element

on a power generation tile in a satellite module and its associated control circuitry. A

power transmitter can include any device capable of converting power in the

electrical current generated by the PV to a wireless signal, such as microwave

radiation or light, including (but not limited to) a laser, a klystron, a traveling-wave

tube, a gyrotron, or suitable transistor and/or diode. A power transmitter may also

include suitable transmissive antennas, such as, dipole, patch, helical or spherical

antennas, among others.



[0084] A phased array refers to an array of power transmitters in which the

relative phases of the respective signals feeding the power transmitters are

configured such that the effective radiation pattern of the power emission of the array

is reinforced in a desired emission direction and suppressed in undesired directions.

Phased arrays in accordance with embodiments may be dynamic or fixed, active or

passive.

[0085] An orbital array formation refers to any size, number or configuration of

independent satellite modules being flown in formation at a desired orbit in space

such that the position of the satellite modules relative to each other is known such

that power generation tiles on each of the satellite modules within the formation

serves as an array element in the phased array of the solar power station.

[0086] A power generation tile refers to an individual solar power collecting

and transmitting element in the phased array of the large-scale space-based solar

power station. In many embodiments a power generation tile is a modular solar

radiation collector, converter and transmitter that collects solar radiation through at

least one photovoltaic cell disposed on the tile, and uses the electrical current to

provide power to at least one power transmitter collocated on the same tile that

transmits the converted power to one or more remote power receiving collectors.

Many of the power generation tiles incorporated within a space-based solar power

station include separate control electronics independently control the operation of the

at least one power transmitter located on the power generation tile based upon

timing, position, and/or control information that may be received from other tiles

and/or other modules within the large-scale space-based solar power station. In this

way, the separate control electronics can coordinate (in a distributed manner) the

transmission characteristics of each of the power generation tiles form a phased

array. Each power generation tile may also include other structures such as

radiation collectors for focusing solar radiation on the photovoltaic, thermal radiators

for regulating the temperature of the power generation tile, and radiation shielding,

among other structures.

[0087] A satellite module refers to an array of power generation tiles

collocated on a single integral space structure. The space structure of the satellite

module may be a compactable structure such that the area occupied by the structure

may be expanded or contracted depending on the configuration assumed. The

satellite modules may include two or more power generation tiles. Each power



generation tile may include at least one solar radiation collector and power

transmitter. As discussed above, each of the power generation tiles may transmit

power and may be independently controlled to form an array element of one or more

phased arrays formed across the individual satellite module or several such satellite

modules collectively. Alternatively, each of the power generation tiles collocated on

a satellite module may be controlled centrally.

[0088] A lightweight space structure refers to integral structures of movably

interrelated elements used in the construction of the power generation tiles and/or

satellite modules that may be configurable between at least packaged and deployed

positions wherein the area and or dimensions of the power generation tiles and/or

satellite modules may be reduced or enlarged in at least one direction. The

lightweight space structures may incorporate or be used in conjunction with

deployment mechanisms providing a deploying force for urging the movable

elements between deployed and compacted configurations.

[0089] A large-scale space-based solar power station or simply solar power

station refers to a collection of satellite modules being flown in an orbital array

formation designed to function as one or more phased arrays. In embodiments the

one or more phased arrays may be operated to direct the collected solar radiation to

one or more power receiving collectors.

[0090] Transmission characteristics of a power generation tile refer to any

characteristics or parameters of the power transmitter of the power generation tile

associated with transmitting the collected solar radiation to a power receiving

collector via a far-field emission. The transmission characteristics may include,

among others, the phase and operational timing of the power transmitter and the

amount of power transmitted.

Structure of Large-Scale Space-Based Solar Power Station

[0091] A large-scale space-based solar power station including a plurality of

satellite modules positioned in an orbital array formation in a geosynchronous orbit

about the Earth in accordance with embodiments of the invention is illustrated in

Figure 1. The large-scale space-based solar power station 100 includes an array of

independent satellite modules 102. The solar power station 100 is configured by

placing a plurality of independent satellite modules 102 into a suitable orbital

trajectory in an orbital array formation 104, according to one embodiment. The solar

power station 100 may include a plurality of such satellite modules 1A through NM.



In one embodiment, the satellite modules 1A through NM are arranged in a grid

format as illustrated in Figure 1. In other embodiments, the satellite modules are

arranged in a non-grid format. For example, the satellite modules may be arranged

in a circular pattern, zigzagged pattern or scattered pattern. Likewise, the orbit may

be either geosynchronous 106, which is typically at an altitude of 35,786 km above

the Earth, or low Earth 108, which is typically at an altitude of from 800 to 2000 km

above the Earth, depending on the application of the solar power station. As can

readily be appreciated, any orbit appropriate to the requirements of a specific

application can be utilized by a space-based solar power station in accordance with

various embodiments of the invention.

[0092] In embodiments, the satellite modules in the solar power station are

spatially separated from each other by a predetermined distance. By increasing the

spatial separation, the maneuverability of the modules in relation to each other is

simplified. As discussed further below, the separation and relative orientation of the

satellite modules can impact the ability of the power generation tile on each of the

satellite modules to operate as elements within a phased array. In one embodiment,

each satellite module 1A through NM may include its own station keeping and/or

maneuvering propulsion system, guidance control, and related circuitry. Specifically,

as illustrated in Figure 2 , each of the satellite modules 102 of the solar power station

100 may include positioning sensors to determine the relative position 110 of the

particular satellite module 1A through NM in relation to the other satellite modules 1A

to NM, and guidance control circuitry and propulsion system to maintain the satellite

module in a desired position within the arbitrary formation 104 of satellite modules

during operation of the solar power station. Positioning sensors in accordance with

many embodiments can include the use of external positioning data from global

positions system (GPS) satellites or international ground station (IGS) network, as

well as onboard devices such as inertial measurement units (e.g., gyroscopes and

accelerometers), and combinations thereof. In several embodiments, the positioning

sensors can utilize beacons that transmit information from which relative position can

be determined that are located on the satellite modules and/or additional support

satellites. The guidance control and propulsion system may likewise include any

suitable combination of circuitry and propulsion system capable of maintaining each

of the satellite modules in formation in the solar power station array 104. In many

embodiments the propulsion system may utilize, among others, one or more of



chemical rockets, such as biopropellant, solid-fuel, resistojet rockets, etc.,

electromagnetic thrusters, ion thrusters, electrothermal thrusters, solar sails, etc.

Likewise, each of the satellite modules may also include attitudinal or orientational

controls, such as, for example, reaction wheels or control moment gyroscopes,

among others.

[0093] In many embodiments, as illustrated in Figure 3 , each satellite module

1A through NM of the solar power station 100 comprises a space structure

comprised of one or more interconnected structural elements 111 having one or

more power generation tiles 112 collocated thereon. Specifically, each of the

satellite modules 1A through NM is associated with an array of power generation

tiles 112 where each of the power generation tiles of the array each independently

collect solar radiation and covert it to electric current. Power transmitters convert the

electrical current to a wireless power transmission that can be received by a remote

power receiving station. As discussed above, one or more power transmitters on

each of a set of power generation tiles can be configured as an element in one or

more phased arrays formed by collections of power generation tiles and satellite

modules of the overall solar power station. In one embodiment, the power

generation tiles in the satellite module are spatially separated from each other by a

predetermined distance. In other embodiments, the construction of the satellite

modules is such that the power generation tiles are separated by distances that can

vary and the distributed coordination of the power generation tiles to form a phased

array involves the control circuitry of individual power transmitters determining phase

offsets based upon the relative positions of satellite modules and/or individual power

generation tiles.

[0094] Power generation tiles 112 according to many embodiments include a

multicomponent structure including a photovoltaic cell 113 , a power transmitter 114,

and accompanying control electronics 115 electrically interconnected as required to

suit the needs of the power transmission application. As illustrated in Figure 4a, in

some embodiments photovoltaic cells 113, may comprise a plurality of individual

photovoltaic elements 116 of a desired solar collection area that may be

interconnected together to produce a desired electrical current output across the

power generation tile. Some power transmitters 114 include one or more

transmission antennas, which may be of any suitable design, including, among

others, dipole, helical and patch. In the illustrated embodiment, a conventional patch



antenna 114 incorporating a conductive feed 117 to conductively interconnect the RF

power from the control electronics 115 to the antenna 114. As can readily be

appreciated the specific antenna design utilized is largely dependent upon the

requirements of a specific application. Some power transmitters 114 are physically

separated from one or both of the photovoltaic cell 113 and/or the control electronics

115 such as by fixed or deployable spacer structures 118 disposed therebetween.

Some control electronics 115 may include one or more integrated circuits 119 that

may control some aspect of the power conversion (e.g., to a power emission such as

collimated light or an radio frequency (RF) emission such as microwave radiation),

movement and/or orientation of the satellite module, inter- and intra-satellite module

communications, and transmission characteristics of the power generation tile and/or

satellite module. Further conductive interconnections 120 may connect the control

electronics 115 to the source power of the photovoltaic cell 113 . Each of the power

generation tiles may also include thermal radiators to control the operating

temperature of each of the power generation tiles.

[0095] In some embodiments, the PV 113 is a multi-layer cell, as illustrated in

Figure 4b, incorporating at least an absorber material 113' having one or more

junctions 113" disposed between a back contact 121 on a back side of the absorber

material and a top radiation shield 122 disposed on the surface of the absorber

material in the direction of the incident solar radiation. The PV may include any

electrical device that converts the energy of light directly into electricity by the

photovoltaic effect including elements made from polysilicon and monocrystalline

silicon, thin film solar cells that include amorphous silicon, CdTe and CIGS cells,

multijunction cells, perovskite cells, organic/polymer cells, and various alternatives

thereof. In some embodiments the made from a thin film of GalnP/GaAs that is

matched to the solar spectrum. Radiation shielding may include a solar radiation

transparent material such as Si0 2, among others. The back contact may be made of

any suitable conductive material such as a conductive material like aluminum,

among others. The thickness of the back contact and top radiation shield may be of

any thickness suitable to provide radiation shielding to the PV. Additional structures

may be provided around the PV to increase the efficiency of the absorption and

operation of the device including, for example, one or more concentrators that gather

and focus incoming solar radiation on the PV, such as a Cassegrain, parabolic,

nonparabolic, hyperbolic geometries or combinations thereof. The PV may also



incorporate a temperature management device, such as a radiative heat sink. In

some embodiments the temperature management device is integrated with the

control electronics and may be configured to control the operating temperature of the

PV within a range of from -150 to 300 K.

[0096] In a number of embodiments, the power transmitters that are

components of power generation tiles are implemented using a combination of

control circuitry and one or more antennas. The control circuitry can provide the

power generation tile with the computational capacity to determine the location of the

power generation tile antenna(s) relative to other antennas within the satellite

module and/or the solar power station. As can readily be appreciated, the relative

phase of each element within a phased array is determined based upon the location

of the element and a desired beam direction and/or focal point location. The control

circuitry on each power generation tile can determine an appropriate phased offset to

apply to a reference signal using a determined location of the power generation tile

antenna(s) and beam-steering information. In certain embodiments, the control

circuitry receives position information for the satellite module and utilizes the position

information to determine the location of the power generation tile antenna(s) and

determine a phase offset to apply to a reference signal. In other embodiments, a

central processor within a satellite module can determine the locations of antennas

on power generation tiles and/or phase offsets to apply and provides the location

and/or phase offset information to individual power generation tiles.

[0097] In many embodiments, the positional information of each tile is

received from partially redundant systems, such as, but not limited to, gyroscopes,

accelerometers, electronic ranging radar, electronic positioning systems, phase

and/or timing information from beacons, as well as employing a priori knowledge

from system steering and flight control commands. In several embodiments,

electronic systems are located on the ground, and/or in space on satellites deployed

for this purpose (and, possibly, other purposes, e.g. in the case of using GPS

satellites).

[0098] In a number of embodiments, position information may be relayed in a

hierarchical fashion between modules, panels and/or tiles within the space-based

solar power station, such that a central processing unit relays positional information

such as location and orientation of the entire space-based solar power station with

respect to a ground station and/or other suitable known locations to modules within



the system. The relayed information can be expressed as an absolute and/or

differential location(s), and/or orientation(s) as appropriate to the requirements of

specific applications. In a similar fashion, the location and/or orientation of each

module with respect to the center of the space-based solar power station or other

suitable reference point can be determined at each module using processes similar

to those outlined above. Furthermore, going down a hierarchical level, the position

and orientation information of individual panels and tiles can be determined in a

similar fashion. The entirety or any useful part of this information can be used at the

tile-level, the panel-level, the module-level, the system-level and/or any combination

thereof to control the phase and/or amplitude of each tile radiator to form a beam or

focal spot on the ground. The aggregate computational power of the computational

resources of each tile, panel and/or module can be utilized since each tile (and/or

panel or module) can utilize its local computational power available from a DSP,

microcontroller or other suitable computational resource to control its operation such

that the system in aggregate generates the desired or close-to desired beam and/or

focused transmission.

[0099] In various embodiments, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 4c, power

generation tile control circuitry can be implemented using one or more integrated

circuits. An integrated circuit 123 can include an input/output interface 124 via which

a digital signal processing block 125 can send and receive information to

communicate with other elements of a satellite module, which typically includes a

processor and/or memory configured by a control application. In certain

embodiments, the digital signal processing block 125 receives location information

(see discussion above) that can be utilized to determine the location of one or more

antennas. In many embodiments, the location information can include a fixed

location and/or one or more relative locations with respect to a reference point. The

digital signal processing block can utilize the received location information and/or

additional information obtained from any of a variety of sensors including (but not

limited to) temperature sensors, accelerometers, and/or gyroscopes to determine the

position of one or more antennas. Based upon the determined positions of the one

or more antennas, the digital signal processing block 125 can determine a phase

offset to apply to a reference signal 126 used to generate the RF signal fed to a

specific antenna. In the illustrated embodiment, the integrated circuit 500 receives a

reference signal 126, which is provided to an RF synthesizer 127 to generate an RF



signal having a desired frequency. The RF signal generated by the RF synthesizer

127 is provided to one or more phase offset devices 128, which are configured to

controllably phase shift the RF signal received from the RF synthesizer. The digital

signal processing block 125 can generate control signals that are provided to the

phase offset device(s) 128 to introduce the appropriate phase shifts based upon the

determined location(s) of the one or more antennas. In many embodiments, the

amplitude of the generated signal can be modulated and/or varied alone or in

conjunction with the phase appropriately upon the determined locations to form the

power beam and/or focused transmission. The amplitude can be modulated in

variety of ways such as at the input of a power amplifier chain via a mixer or within

an amplifier via its supply voltage, an internal gate or cascade biasing voltage. As

can readily be appreciated, any of a variety of techniques appropriate to the

requirements of a specific application can be utilized to amplitude modulate an RF

signal in accordance with various embodiments of the invention. The phase shifted

RF signals can then be provided to a series of amplifiers that includes a power

amplifier 129. While the entire circuit is powered by the electric current generated by

the PV component(s) of the power generation tile, the power amplifier is primarily

responsible for converting the DC electric current into RF power that is transmitted

via the RF signal. Accordingly, the power amplifier increases the amplitude of the

received phase shifted RF signal and the amplified and phase shifted RF signal is

provided to an output RF feed 130 connected to an antenna. In many embodiments,

the RF signal generated by the RF synthesizer is provided to an amplifier 131 and

distributed to the control circuitry of other tiles. The distribution of reference signals

between tiles in a module in accordance with various embodiments of the invention

is discussed further below.

[00100] Although specific integrated circuit implementations are described

above with reference to Figure 4c, power generation tile control circuitry can be

implemented using any of a variety of integrated circuits and computing platforms in

accordance with various embodiments. Furthermore, satellite modules can be

implemented without providing computational capabilities on each power generation

tile and/or without utilizing the computational capabilities of a power generation tile to

determine locations and/or phase shifts for the purposes of generating an RF signal

to feed a power generation tile antenna.



[00101] In many embodiments, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 5 , a

plurality of power generation tiles 112 on each satellite module may each form a

panel 160 of a modular phased array 162 incorporating at least self-contained,

collocated photovoltaics, power transmitters and control electronics within each

power generation tile. The control electronics may allow for wire or wireless

communications between the individual power generation tiles for the exchange of

timing and control information. The array of control electronics may also allow for

the exchange of control and timing formation with other satellite modules.

Collocation of at least the power collection, far-field conversion, and transmission

elements on each modular power generation tile allows for the each power

generation tile to operate as an independent element of the phased array without

inter- and intra- module power wiring.

[00102] In one embodiment, the power generation tiles and/or satellite modules

may include other related circuitry. The other circuitry may include, among others,

circuitry to control transmission characteristics of the power generation tiles, thermal

management, inter or intra-module communications, and sensors to sense physical

parameters, such as orientation, position, etc. The control circuitry may control

transmission parameters such as phase and timing information such that the arrays

of power generation tiles across each module and across the solar power station

may be operated as independent array elements of one or more phased arrays. The

sensors may include inertial measurement units, GPS or IGS devices to estimate

position and orientation, and thermocouples to estimate the temperature on the

power generation tiles.

[00103] In one embodiment, the circuits for controlling transmission

characteristic parameters may be collocated on the several power generation tiles or

satellite modules and may control each transmitter of each power generation tile

independently or in a synchronized manner such that the tiles operate as one or

more element of one or more phased arrays. Reference signals (e.g., phase and

timing) that can be used to synchronize the operation of the power generation tiles

as a phased array may be generated locally on each power generation tile or

satellite module and propagated via wired or wireless intra and inter-module

communications links, or may be generated centrally from a single source on a

single satellite module and propagated via wired or wireless intra and/or inter-module

communications links across each of the satellite modules and power generation



tiles. In addition, one or multiple timing reference signals may be generated from

outside the space-based solar power station system such as one or more satellites

flying in close proximity or even in different orbits; as well as from one or more

ground stations.

[00104] Each power generation tile or satellite module may be operated

independently or collectively as an element in a phased array. Entire or most

operations associated with each individual power generation tile may be collocated

on each of the power generation tiles or collectivized within the satellite module on

which the power generation tiles are collocated, or across multiple satellite modules.

In one embodiment, a central reference signal is generated and deviation (e.g.,

phase) from such reference signal is determined for each power generation tile array

element of the phased array. By propagating a central reference signal from the

reference signal, higher levels of control abstraction can be achieved to facilitate

simpler programming for many operations of the phased array.

[00105] In some embodiments, each power generation tile of each satellite

module may be the same or different. The number of distinct combinations of

photovoltaic cells, transmission modules and control electronics may be as large as

the number of power generation tiles in the satellite modules. Further, even where

each of the power generation tiles on a satellite module are the same, each of the

satellite modules 1A through NM or a group of satellite modules may have different

solar radiation collection or transmission characteristics or may have arrays of power

generation tiles of different sizes, shapes and configurations.

[00106] In embodiments, the solar power station is designed as a modular

phased array where the plurality of satellite modules and power generation tiles

located thereon form the array elements of the phased array. For this purpose, each

of the satellite modules may be designed to be physically compatible with

conventional launch vehicles although the achieved power generation of the phased

array of the solar power station may exceed conventional space-based solar power

satellites in many respects. Taking advantage of the increased performance, the

solar power station phased array of the embodiment may include smaller payload

size and overall array size to obtain equal or better power generation compared to

conventional space-based solar power satellites. Alternatively, the size of the overall

solar power station may be reduced compared to solar platforms in conventional

solar power satellites while achieving comparable results.



[00107] In order to match the power generation of a conventional solar power

satellite without increasing platform size or weight, the power collection, transmission

and control logic for the individual power generation tiles is preferably collocated

within each of the power generation tiles or within the satellite module on which the

power generation tiles are collocated thus eliminating the need for intra- or inter

module communications, wiring or structural interconnection. In one embodiment,

much of the power transmission control logic is a single collection of functions

common to all or most of the power generation tiles. In this embodiment, the

conventional external intra- and inter- power generation tile infrastructure for the

solar power station may be entirely eliminated thus reducing the power generated

per weight unit (W/kg).

[00108] In one embodiment, the phased array of the solar power station

including the satellite modules and power generation tiles replaces a conventional

monolithic solar power satellite. The solar power station includes N N satellite

M
modules, each module including power generation tiles of . Table 1 lists

N

example configurations of solar power stations according to embodiments replacing

conventional solar power stations.

Table 1



[00109] The Conventional SPS performance in Table 1 are taken from

published literature. The Exemplary Phased Array System Performance in Table 1

are estimates and may differ based on the actual design parameters implemented.

[001 10] The number of power generation tile array elements in each satellite

module, and the number of satellite modules in the solar power station may be

determined based on, among other factors, power requirements, payload

restrictions, etc. A first factor for the size of an overall solar power station is the

power to be generated at the power receiving rectenna. As illustrated in Figure 6 , in

embodiments the power incident on the ground using a far-field RF emission can

have a maximum power lobe (umax) that is dependent on factors including (but not

limited to) the size of the array, the wavelength of the RF transmission, and the

phase offset error tolerated within the phased array. For example, in embodiments

of a 50 x 50 array of satellite modules in a solar power station formed by 60 x 60 m

satellite modules a maximum power lobe of 926 W/m2 is estimated to be generated

on the ground with a sidelobe level of 44 W/m2. The incident area of the maximum

power lobe with a 1 GHz emission is estimated to have a diameter of 6.6 km, while

the incident area is estimated to have a diameter of 2.8 km for a 2.4 GHz emission.

From a power transmission point of view, the preferred number of elements in the

phased array formed by a solar power station and the wavelength of the

transmission will depend on the size of the receiving rectenna and/or array of

receiving rectennas. In many embodiments it is desirable to have the maximum

power lobe on the ground coextensive with the rectenna area.

[001 11] In embodiments this limitation may also be overcome by dividing the

power transmission output 176 of the solar power station 174 between different

rectenna power receivers 178, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 7 . In many

embodiments, different collections of elements (e.g., satellite modules and/or power

generation tiles) forming part of the solar power station 174 may be configured into

different phased arrays that may be simultaneously directed at different rectenna

power receivers 178 on the ground thus potentially reducing the individual incident

areas radiated by the solar power station. In some embodiments additional control

circuitry is provided either within the satellite module or within each of the power

generation tiles to allow for dynamic electronic steering of the transmission beam,

either from the collective power generation tiles of a satellite module or from each

power generation tile independently. In some embodiments the power steering



circuitry may allow for the control of the relative timing (phase) of the various power

transmitters on the power generation tile array elements, as illustrated conceptually

in Figures 8a and 8b, such that each transmission beam may be redirected

electronically at micro- and/or nano-second time scales. The power transmission

from such dynamically steerable phased array on a solar power station allows for the

entire phased array or portions thereof to be dynamically redirected in different

directions dependent on demand at one or more rectenna power receivers.

Embodiments of such dynamically directable phased arrays on power solar stations,

may be used to redirect the power transmission in different directions at micro and

nano-second time scales by electronic steering. Embodiments also allow for power

transmissions to be dynamically distributed to various ground stations either

simultaneously or sequentially based on instantaneous local demand. Power levels

at each of such rectenna receivers may also be dynamically adjusted. Rapid time

domain switching of power amongst rectenna receivers can also be used to control

duty cycle and alleviate large scale AC synchronization issues with respect to an

overall power grid.

[001 12] A second factor that may constrain the number of array elements in

any satellite module is the issue of payload size and weight. Current payload

delivery technologies for geosynchronous orbits range from 2,000 to 20,000 kg.

Accordingly, the limit to the size of any single satellite module is the actual lift

capacity of available payload delivery vehicles. Based on an assumption of 100 g/m2

for the phased array satellite modules according to embodiments, a 60 x 60m

satellite module would have a weight of 360 kg, well within the limits of current

delivery technologies. Larger modules could be produced provided they are within

the lift capacity of available lift vehicles.

[001 13] In some embodiments, satellite modules are compactable such that the

size of the satellite module in one or more dimensions may be reduced during

delivery to overcome payload space constraints and then expanded into its final

operating configuration. As illustrated in Figures 9a and 9b, in many embodiments

the solar power station 180 includes an array of satellite modules 182, each satellite

module comprising a plurality of structural elements 184 that are movably

interconnected such that the plurality of structural elements may be moved between

at least two configurations: a deployed configuration (FIG. 9a) and a compacted

configuration (9b), such that the ratio of the packaged volume to the material volume



is larger in the deployed configuration when compared to the compacted or

packaged configuration. In embodiments, the structural elements 184 may be

hinged, tessellated, folded or otherwise interconnected 186 such that the structural

elements can move in relation to each other between the compacted and deployed

configurations. Each satellite module of a solar power station may be configured to

compact to the same or different sizes. In addition, different compacting methods

may be used to compact one or more satellite modules of a solar space station,

including, among others, one and two-dimensional compaction structures. In some

embodiments, one or a combination of z-folding, wrapping, rolling, fan-folding,

double z-folding, Miura-ori, slip folding and symmetric wrapping may be used, among

others.

[001 14] In many embodiments the power generation tiles may have further

compactible and expandable features and structures disposed thereon. In some

embodiments of power generation tiles the photovoltaic cell and power transmitter

may be movably interrelated through a compactable structure, such that when in a

compacted or packaged configuration the elements of the power generating cell are

compressed together to occupy a total volume lower than when in a deployed

configuration. In some deployed configurations the photovoltaic cell and power

transmitter are separated by a gap (e.g., to create a vertical offset therebetween).

Embodiments of compactable structure include motorized interconnections and

resilient members such as spring or tension arms that are bent or under

compression, among others. Such compactable structures may also incorporate

packaging techniques such as one or a combination of z-folding, wrapping, rolling,

fan-folding, double z-folding, Miura-ori, slip folding and symmetric wrapping may be

used, among others.

[001 15] The power generation tiles and/or satellite modules may include other

structures to enhance the collection of solar radiation or transmission of power from

the power generation tiles and/or satellite modules. Embodiments of structures that

may be incorporated into power generation tiles and/or satellite modules may

include, among others, thermal radiators for controlling the thermal profile of the

power generation tiles, light-collecting structures (e.g., radiators, reflectors and

collectors) to enhance the efficiency of solar radiation collection to the photovoltaic

cell, and radiation shielding to protect the photovoltaic cells, power transmitters

and/or control electronics from space radiation. Such structures may also be



independently compactible, between packaged and deployed configurations, as

described above in relation to other elements of the power generation tiles.

[001 16] A design for a satellite module or power generation tile may be applied

to different satellite modules or power generation tiles. Other variables in the solar

power station such as spatial distances, photovoltaics, power transmitter, control

electronics and combinations with may be modified to produce a phased array with

differing power collection and transmission characteristics. In this way, a diverse mix

of solar power stations may be produced while maintaining the benefits of the

modular solar power station described.

Compactable Space Structures

[001 17] In many embodiments, the satellite modules and power generation tiles

of the solar power station employ compactible structures. Compactable structures

allow for the satellite modules and/or power generation tiles to be packaged in a

compacted form such that the volume occupied by the satellite module and/or power

generation tiles can be reduced along at least dimension to allow for the satellite

modules to fit within an assigned payload envelope within a delivery vehicle, and

then expanded when deployed in space. Several exemplary embodiments of

possible packaging configuration are provided, however, it should be understood that

the packaging methods and compactible structures may involve, among other

procedures, using one and two-dimensional compaction techniques, including, one

or a combination of z-folding, wrapping, rolling, fan-folding, double z-folding, Miura-

ori, star folding, slip folding and wrapping.

Compactible Space Structures

[001 18] Several challenges exist in forming compactible structures to be used

in constructing space-based satellites and platforms, including packaging the

structures efficiently (e.g., packaged with minimal volume gaps in the folded

structure), packaging without exceeding the yield stress of the material of the

structures, and the ability to extend the structure to a deployed state with minimal

edge forces.

[001 19] Compaction can be generally divided into techniques that compact in

either one or two-dimensions. Some techniques that may be performed along one

dimension, include, for example, z-folding, wrapping (or rolling), and fan-folding,

illustrated in Figures 10a to 10c, among others. Such one-dimensional folding



mechanisms may be used in compacting the space structures of the power

generation tiles and satellite modules, in accordance with embodiments.

[00120] While these techniques have some advantages in that they provide

efficient packaging, can accommodate for thickness in the movable panels or

elements that form the compactible structure, and can avoid plastic deformation by

choosing a suitably large radius of wrapping or folding, because the compaction

occurs in only one dimension these techniques are not applicable when both

dimensions of the deployed structure exceed the available packaging envelope (as is

often the case with large-scale SPS constructs that can easily exceed 60 m in at

least two dimensions).

[00121] Two-dimensional compaction is able to address these larger

compactible structures. Miura-ori is one scheme for biaxially packaging a

compactible structure. Figure 11 illustrates embodiments of such a Miura-ori

compaction technique where a satellite module 200 divided into a series of

compactible tile panels 202 is biaxially folded. It modifies the standard map folding

technique (i.e. double z-folding) by skewing one set of parallel fold lines. Images of

a compactible structure folded in accordance with embodiments of such a biaxial

folding mechanisms are provided in Figure 12. Both map folding and Miura-ori have

been used for packaging space structures, however, neither basic map folding nor

Miura-ori can accommodate space structures that have significant thickness greater

than that found in thin membranes.

[00122] It is also possible to compact thin membranes along two dimensions by

first folding and then wrapping. Both z-folding and wrapping, and star-folding and

wrapping have been used to package membrane space structures. However, these

conventional two-dimensional folding techniques require localized bending

deformation, known as creasing, as the basic mechanism for compaction, and these

curved creases are not able to preserve the planar flatness of the structure. For

example, techniques for wrapping a membrane around a polygonal hub using

straight creases have been proposed. These techniques generate crease patterns

by modeling the wrapped membrane as a collection of straight-line creases

intersecting at vertices. By placing the vertices set distances apart in the folded

state, the crease lengths and angles can be computed. Although these patterns

provide, on average, the required accommodation for the thickness of the

membrane, the solution is not correct near the fold lines or at the vertices. It is



possible to make these solutions exact by trimming away material. Figure 13a

illustrates an ideal zero-thickness fold pattern (denoted by the central line running

longitudinally through the circles in the images) that can be applied to a finite

thickness membrane (denoted by the outer lines) by trimming away material close to

the fold lines and vertices. However, as the final fold angle decreases, more and

more material must be trimmed away; in the limit as the final fold angle goes to zero,

all material must be removed. In practice, because it is impossible to decrease the

thickness of the membrane to zero, the packaging efficiencies achievable are limited.

This technique also requires panels of non-uniform thickness, which may be

troublesome for engineering applications.

[00123] Instead of removing material, it has also been proposed to widen and

reduce the thickness of the crease regions. However, this results in the presence of

large voids in the packaged membrane, as illustrated in Figure 13b. Crease widths

of 10 to 14 times the panel thickness were required in previous studies to enable

packaging. Modifications of Miura-ori allow for the folding of thick membranes.

However, again these modified patterns also result in gaps between membrane

faces in the folded state, and the size of these gaps grows with the size of the

membrane, leading to loss of packaging efficiency. Finally, a degree-4 vertex has

been proposed in a thick membrane enabled by sliding hinges along the crease

lines. However, this scheme requires the creases to slide by an infinite amount as

the crease angle tends to zero. For this reason, this method also does not result in

tight and efficient packaging.

[00124] In many embodiments, compactible space structures configured to

accommodate power generation tiles and satellite modules of the SPS having finite

thicknesses are described. Many such embodiments utilize a combination slip-

folding and wrapping compaction technique (referred to here as slip-wrapping) to

extend and/or retract the power generation tiles and/or satellite modules between

deployed and packaged or compacted configurations. Some embodiments of such

compactible structures incorporate the removal of structure material to create gaps

or empty portions along the fold lines.

[00125] Figure 14 illustrates embodiments of a slip-wrapping compaction

mechanism and method. In some embodiments a compactible structure 350 of side

length L and thickness h is divided into n compactible panels 352 by n - 1 slipping

folds 354. As will be described in greater detail below, a slip fold allows for rotation



about the fold line as well as slip along the fold line 354. In some embodiments the

slipping folds are realized by cutting a series of parallel slits 355 in the body of the

compactible structure 350 at the fold line, while maintaining the continuity of the

compactible structure via a continuous edge strip 356 that runs across the panels

352 at either end of each fold line 354. During compaction the structure is

compacted first along a single dimension (e.g. by a z-fold) using parallel slipping

folds, which produces a stack of n panels 352 that are compacted along a first axis

358 orthogonal to the fold axis 360 of the structure 350. In a second step, this stack

of panels is wrapped in a rotationally symmetric fashion about a hub with a radius

362 (which is selected to be no smaller than the minimum bend radius of the

elongated panel structures of the compactible satellite module) to further compact

the panels along a second axis, thereby forming a fully compacted satellite module.

Although a compactible structure with an overall rectangular configuration is shown

in Figure 14, it should be understood that the slip-wrapping compaction technique

and mechanism may be implemented with any configuration, number or shape of

individual compactible elements so long as they are joined such that shear as

described above is permitted between the various panels of the compactible

structure.

[00126] As shown above, embodiments of the slip-wrap compaction

mechanism and method incorporate slipping folds, which accommodate the

incompatibility created by wrapping panel members of the compactible structure

having finite thickness around different radii. Issues related to the accommodation of

compactible wrapping structures having finite thickness are illustrated in Figures 15a

and 15. Configurations of folded and wrapped structures have been implemented for

very thin membranes, such as, for example, solar sails. However, implementing

folding and wrapping for thicker structures, such as the power generation tiles and

satellite modules presents additional challenges. Specifically, when a thicker

structure 370 is folded and wrapped, as illustrated in Figure 15a, each crease wraps

around a different radius 372, which results in strain, crease line drift and buckles

along the crease lines. In embodiments, this issue is addressed by introducing slip

folds 374 within the structure, as illustrated in Figure 15b. As shown, allowing slip

along the fold lines wraps the creases without extension about the different radii.



[00127] An illustration of the principles of operation of a slip fold is provided in

Figure 16. As shown, slip folds 380 offer two degrees of freedom: in addition to the

fold angle 382, (p) slipping folds have a slip degree of freedom 384 (ξ) , which is the

linear displacement of the material of the compactible panel on one side 386 of the

fold 380 with respect to the material of the compactible panel on the other side 388

in the direction of the fold line 390. An ideal slipping fold may have zero stiffness

associated with both these degrees of freedom. Embodiments of a slip fold 380

incorporate the removal of material along at least a section 392 of the fold lines of

the compactible structure. As a result of the section 392 of removed material the

compactible panels of the compactible structure can be folded and unfolded, and the

two panels of the compactible structure translated relative to each other at such

slipping folds without straining the material of the panels of the compactible

structure.

[00128] The creation of sections of material void (e.g., through material

removal) along the fold lines of the panels of the compactible structures can lead to a

reduction in the continuity and hence in the stiffness of a panel or the overall

compactible structure. In many embodiments slipping folds are realized that include

interconnections that allow for the transmission of tension forces and the limited

transmission of shearing forces across fold lines. Embodiments of implementations

of such interconnected slip folds are illustrated in Figures 17a and 17b. As illustrated

in Figure 17a, some embodiments of a slip fold for compactible structures implement

a ligament fold incorporating one or more strips or ligaments of material 394 left

uncut at the fold line 390. A ligament fold allows for the transmission of tension and

shear across the fold line. In embodiments the length of the interconnecting

ligament is chosen to allow for the required deformation along the fold line. (An

image of an exemplary ligament fold is provided in Figure 18.) A ligament fold has a

state of maximum slip beyond which the ligament will deform plastically. Some other

embodiments may implement a hinged fold 395 where a support element 396 (e.g.,

a cylindrical rod) is located at the fold line, as illustrated in Figure 17b. In some

embodiments this support element 396 is attached to the material on one side 388 of

the fold using tabs 398. The material on the other side 382 is attached to the rod

using a loop 395. This loop is rotatable about the rod and may also slip along the

rod. Maximum slip is reached when the loop 395 contacts a tab 398. A hinged fold

transmits tension across the fold line. In the maximum slip state, a shearing force



may also be transmitted. Although loop and ligament hinges are shown, many

embodiments of movable panels or elements of compactible structures are

interrelated by slip folds incorporating other hinge types, such as, frictionless and

latchable hinges, among others.

[00129] In embodiments the amount of slip incorporated into the compactible

structures is at least in part determined by the slip degree of freedom needed to

accommodate the movement of elements of the compactible structure in the second

slip-wrap compaction step of wrapping. The slip freedom ξ(8) may be considered as

the difference in the arc-length between two curves as illustrated schematically in

Figure 19 , and as expressed by:

( ) ≡ + ( ) - _( ) (EQ. 1)

Thus the slip is the integral of the signed curvature over the base curvature K(S) in

accordance with:

= h i (s)ds (EQ. 2)

where h is the thickness of the compactible structure elements. As illustrated and

discussed in relation to Figures 15a and 15b, above, wrapping the z-folded stack of n

elements leads to the outer elements going around larger radii than the inner

elements because each element has thickness h > 0 . Thus, for the same arc-length,

outer elements traverse smaller wrapping angles than inner elements. If the

moveable elements of the compactible structures do not have a sufficient slip degree

of freedom the elements will be unable to slip against each other, and wrapping the

stack of elements will result in straining of the compactible structure.

[00130] In addition to areas where the elements of the compactible structure

can slip against each other, it is also advantageous to constrain the slip between two

panels of the compactible structure to be zero at certain locations, which allows the

compactible structures to be connected at the ends. In order to determine

combinations, arrangements and parameters of panels of compactible structures that

allow for such end connection, the compactible panel elements in the compactible

structure that are to be wrapped may be modeled as a set of curves offset from a

base curve, as illustrated in Figure 20. As shown, in this model the base curve r(s):

[-L/2, L/2] → R2 may be parameterized by its arc length s , where the it compactible

panel element is offset from the base curve by q(i)n(s), where n(s) is the normal to

the base curve and q(i) is a separation distance. (If n is odd, q(i) - ih.) Thus the h



compactible panel element follows the offset curve r(i; s) = r(s) + q(i)n(s).

Accordingly, in embodiments for the ends of the compactible panel elements to be

connected, the length of the h compactible panel element , must equal the length of

the base curve L for all /'. This is possible when the integral of the signed curvature

(S) of the base curve is zero according to:

L

~ = s d = (EQ. 3)

L

= ά = (EQ. 4)

This condition may be met according to some embodiments by having K(S) be an

odd function of the arc-length (i.e., -K(S) = K(S )). Accordingly, the condition of zero

slip in embodiments can be achieved by using a rotationally symmetric wrapping

(i.e., where the compactible structure incorporates a base curve (p(s): [0, L/2] → R2)

and a copy of the base curve rotated by 180° embodiments.

[00131] In many embodiments a slip-wrapping compacting technique utilizing

such rotationally symmetric wrapping to allow the ends of the compactible structures

to remain connected may be incorporated into compactible structures to package

and deploy the satellite modules and/or power generation tiles. Figures 21a to 2 1d

provide cross-sectional views of embodiments of such a rotationally symmetric

wrapping techniques. As shown, in these embodiments a compactible structure

formed of two elongated panel structures 400 and 402 interconnected at a first end

404 and open at a second end 406 (Figure 2 1a) are wrapped about a hub (Figure

2 1b). Such wrapping causes one of the elongated panel structures 400 to slip along

its longitudinal length with respect to the second elongated panel structure 402 such

that a gap 408 forms between the unconnected ends of the panels. A second set of

such panel structures 410 and 412 interconnected at one end 414 are then obtained

by a 180° rotation of the first set of panel structures and the non-interconnected ends

are then joined together 4 16 such that the slip at the ends of the overall compactible

structure cancel to form a single elongated compactible structure of an undulating

configuration 418 interconnected at both ends 404 and 414 (Figure 21c) with zero

slip at the closed ends. The undulating structure thus formed may then be wrapped

about a hub of a specified radius 420 that is no smaller than the minimum bend

radius of the material of the various panels of the structure thus reducing the



dimensions of the compactible structure of the satellite module biaxially in two axes

(Figure 2 1d).

[00132] Many embodiments of compactible structures may employ rotationally

symmetric wrappings, which as described above, are a class of wrappings that result

in a configuration that has two-fold symmetry, to enforce zero slip, for example, at

the two ends of a folded stack of panels of a compactible structure. Such wrapping

enables the edges of the compactible structures to remain uncut and able to transmit

tension. Accordingly, while the slipping folds of the slip-wrap mechanism and

method according to embodiments accommodate the incompatibility created by

wrapping the thick panel elements around different radii, the rotationally symmetric

wrapping mechanism and method according to embodiments ensures that the ends

of the panel elements of the compactible structure remain connected.

[00133] Wrapping mechanisms and methods to be used in association with

slip-fold interconnected compactible structures to efficiently package and deploy the

satellite modules and power generation tiles are also provided according to

embodiments. Exemplary rotationally symmetric wrapping curves that may be used

in embodiments of wrapping structures for compactible structures are discussing in

relation to Figures 22a and 22b. Although many wrapping curve geometries may be

used, in some exemplary embodiments, as shown in Figure 22a, the curve consists

of a semi-circle of radius R, a vertical line of length f , and an involute circle with a

pitch of 2 f, and which may be defined by the following:

R I - COS ( ), - sin ( )} if E [0, nR]

p(s) = R {2, ( ) - π} if s G (nR, nR + f )

L
/{cos(a —Θ) + a s\n(a —Θ) , s\n(a —Θ) —a cos(a — )} if s £ (nR + /,-)

[00134] Using embodiments of this rotationally symmetric wrapping the

maximum slip required between panel elements of compactible structures, as shown

schematically in Figure 22c and graphically in Figure 22d, can be determined. In

addition, the packaging efficiency of compactible structures (e.g. the size of deployed

compactible structure that may be compacted into a package with a cylinder radius

of Rp and height of Hp) , as shown in Figure 22d, can also be determined. In many

embodiments a compactible structure multiplier φ ≥ 1 may be included to account for

packaging configuration where the compactible structure includes panel elements

that in the packaged configuration are separated by some distance φ ≥ h . In such



embodiments the pitch of the involute would account for the thickness of the z-folded

stack of panel elements of the compactible structure (e.g., 2 f = 2n§h). Some

embodiments of slip-wrapping also take into account the material limitations of the

compactible structures, such as the radius of the semi-circle (R = Rm in + φ 7 7/2),

which in embodiments is configured such that the curvature limit 1/Rmiri is dictated by

the material modulus E and yield stress oy such that these material limitations are

not exceeded according to:

[00135] In determining the packaging efficiency according to embodiments, the

packaged radius Rp = maxllr(/';s)ll, and the packaged height Hp = L/n may be used as

measures. Using these values (which are schematically illustrated in Figures 23a

and 23b) the packaging efficiency of embodiments η, which is the ratio of the

packaged volume to the material volume of the panel elements can be determined

according to:

η =
R H

(EQ- 6)

The packaging efficiency is thus a function of four non-dimensional parameters: the

number of panels n , the non-dimensionalized minimum radius of curvature ψ ≡

R m h, the non-dimensionalized length of the panels Uh, and the thickness multiplier

φ . The packaging efficiency according to these four non-dimensional parameters

may be given by:

= (EQ. 7)

where γ 2 has the followin function:

and where max is given by:

[00136] Figures 23a and 23b shown the packaging efficiency (η) of an

exemplary compactible structure having 100 panels (n) with varying panel length (λ)

for different thicknesses (φ ) , as summarized in Figure 23a, and minimum wrapping

radius (ψ ) , as summarized in Figure 23b. If the compactible structure is kept

constant the packaging efficiency is not sensitive to the number of panels in the



compactible structure since as n increase the packaged radius would increase but

the packaged height (e.g., width of panels) would decrease. Figure 23a shows that

the panel thickness φ has the greatest effect on packaging efficiency at large panel

lengths λ . Accordingly, in many embodiments for very large panels or panels with

very small thicknesses the global packaging efficiency of the compactible structures

depends on the local, per panel packaging efficiency. In contrast, as illustrated in

Figure 23b, for panels of small length λ , the minimum bend radius of the material

Rmin = h has a large effect on packaging efficiency. This is because as the length

of the panels λ increases, the size of the cavities (Figure 22d) in the packaged

compactible structure in relation to the overall package volume decreases, and in

turn the relative importance of the bend radius ψ also decreases.

[00137] Exemplary compactible structures having a plurality of movable panels

of two different thicknesses configured for slip-wrap compaction were tested to

determine a benchmark packaging efficiency for the slip-wrap method. In particular,

two square models having 13 movable panels interconnected with ligament folds (7

ligaments per fold, each ligament having a width of 1.5 mm and a length of 8 mm)

were made from aluminized polyester film and compacted using an embodiment of

the slip-wrap compaction technique described herein. During compaction the panels

were first z-folded into a stack of panel elements, and then the panels were wrapped

to a specified wrapping radius and the packaging radius of the finally wrapped

compactible structure measured. The parameter and packaging efficiency of the

panels is summarized in Figure 24 and Table 2 . The lines represent packaging

efficiencies achievable using similar manufacturing and packaging techniques, but

scaled to different panel lengths.

Table 2

[00138] In many embodiments, compactible structure incorporating moveable

panels configured for slip-wrap compaction: 1) can accommodate panel thickness by

incorporating slip between panel elements; 2) avoid the introduction of voids or gaps

between the panels of the compactible structures either or both in the folded or

wrapped configurations; and 3) can be folded and wrapped without material yielding

(e.g., by removal of panel material along fold lines of the movable panels and/or by



restricting the maximum curvature of the wrapped movable panels). Some

compactible structures include a plurality of movable panels each interconnected by

at least one slip fold such that the panels may fold relative to each other along a first

folding axis and translate or slip relative to each other along an axis orthogonal to the

folding axis. Slip folds may incorporate open sections along the fold lines of the

movable panels where voids of panel material are disposed. Some of these open

sections may be interconnected through movable elements, including, ligament folds

and hinged elements, among others. The ends of adjacent panels in some

embodiments may be interconnected. In some such embodiments the panels of

such compactible structures are wrapped using a rotationally symmetric wrapping

configuration such that the ends of the moveable panels of the compactible structure

experience minimal to zero slip relative to each other. During compaction of the

movable panels of the compactible structures some embodiments of compactible

structures first incorporate a folding of the movable panels (e.g., by a z-fold, biaxial

fold, star-fold, etc.), and further incorporate a wrapping of the stack of folded

movable panels (e.g., by a rotationally symmetric wrap).

[00139] The number, size and configuration of the movable panels of the

compactible structure may be chosen to minimize the compacted size of the

compactible structure. Some embodiments minimize the spacing between the

movable panels in the compacted configuration. In some such embodiments, where

the deployed length of the movable panels of the compactible structure λ is greater

than 103 the spacing φ between the movable panels of the compactible structure is

less than 1.5, in some embodiments less than 1.25, and in still other embodiments

less than 1. In other embodiments the deployed length of the movable panels of the

compactible structure λ is greater than 104, in other embodiments greater than 105,

and in still other embodiments greater than 106. Some other embodiments minimize

the bend radius ψ of the compactible structure during wrapping. In some such

embodiments, where the deployed length λ is less than 106 the minimum bend radius

is less than 350, in other embodiments less than 200, and in still other embodiments

less than 50. In other embodiments the deployed length λ of the movable panels is

less than 105, in still other embodiments less than 104.

[00140] Embodiments of slip-wrapped compactible structures are configured

such that the curvature of the compacted configuration does not exceed the

maximum curvature limit given by EQ. 5 . In some embodiments, a wrapping guide



plug may be used to guide the wrapping of the movable panels of the compactible

structure such that the compactible structure is wrapped in accordance with a

preselected curve geometry and/or such that the panels do not exceed the maximum

curvature limit as determined by the material modulus and yield stress of the

material(s) of the panels. Exemplary embodiments of wrapping guide plugs are

shown schematically in Figures 25. As illustrated conceptually in the top diagram,

the wrapping plug comprises two rotationally symmetric halves of a cylinder with a

slit disposed therebetween. Each half of the wrapping plug has an outer contour

matching the profile of the rotationally symmetric wrapping curve to be used in

compacting the compactible structure. During compaction the panels of the

compactible structure would be wrapped about this structure to yield the final

compacted package. The lower diagram provides a schematic of operable design of

such a wrapping guide plug. In many embodiments a guide plug would implement

endplates and threaded rods that would pass into and through the curved halves of

the plug to stabilize the structure at a specified geometry during wrapping. Other

constructions of such a wrapping guide plug could be contemplated such that

compactible members could be controllably wrapped into a final packaging

configuration at a specified minimum bend radius. Such a wrapping guide plug may

be fabricated from any suitable material, such as a UV-curable acrylic plastic. The

dimensions and geometry of the wrapping guide plug may be configured using

stereolithography, among other suitable techniques.

[00141] During compaction using a wrapping guide plug according to

embodiments, the movable panels of the compactible structure are clamped

between the two plug halves such that they conform to the desired wrapping curve

geometry and do not exceed the minimum bend radius. For example, a polyester

film of thickness up to 50.8 µιη has an £ of 3.50 GPa and a oy of 100 MPa, which

gives an R
min

, according to EQ. 6 , of 0.89 mm to avoid plastic deformation in the

panel material. It will be understood that these values are only exemplary and the

modulus and stress values for other materials and panel constructions can be

determined by techniques known in the art to allow for the determination of a

minimum bend radius to avoid plastic deformation in the movable panels of the

compactible structure in accordance with embodiments. As the wrapping guide plug

may tightly clamp the movable panels during compaction, according to many

embodiments, the various movable panels of the compactible structure may be pre-



slipped with respect to each other to accommodate the thickness of the panels

during subsequent wrapping.

[00142] Images of a compactible structure that is packaged using slip-wrapping

compaction mechanisms and methods incorporating z-folds and rotationally

symmetric wrapping in accordance with embodiments are provided in Figure 26.

Using such techniques it is possible to significantly reduce the packaging volume of

the satellite modules. In the embodiment depicted in Figure 26 the deployed square

of 0.5 m may be packaged into a cylindrical structure with a diameter of 10 cm and a

height of 7 cm. In one exemplary embodiment where the compactible structures of a

satellite module have a tile/panel thickness of 1 cm and a minimum bend radius of

10 cm, a satellite module with a deployed area of 60 m x 60 m and being comprised

of 30 such compactible structures would be compactible using the slip-wrap

packaging technique into cylindrical package with a diameter of 5 m and a height of

2 m.

[00143] Although z-fold and rotationally symmetric wrapping techniques used in

combined slip-wrapping compaction mechanisms and methods have been

described, it will be understood that the slip-wrapping embodiments may be used in

conjunction with other types of folds, including, fan-folding, double z-folding, Miura-

ori, and star-folding, among others. Images of a compactible structure incorporating

star folding and symmetric wrapping in a slip-folding compaction technique in

accordance with embodiments are provided in Figure 27.

[00144] In many embodiments the number of compactible elements in each of

the satellite modules in a solar space station may be the same or different and may

contain one or more power generation tiles collocated thereon. One or more

compacting techniques may be used in packaging the compactible elements of each

of the satellite modules and the techniques used may also be the same or different.

In many embodiments the compacting techniques utilized to package the satellite

modules prior to deployment reduce the packaging volume of the satellite module in

at least one dimension such that the satellite module fits within the allowed payload

volume of the selected delivery vehicle.



Compactible Power Generation Tiles

[00145] In many embodiments the power generation tiles may have further

compactible and expandable features and structures disposed thereon. An

illustration of such embodiments is provided in Figure 28. As shown, in such

embodiments a space-based solar power station 500 incorporates a plurality of

satellite modules 502 formed from compactible structures that are implemented by a

plurality of movable panels 504 on which are disposed a plurality of power

generation tiles 506. Some embodiments of such power generation tiles 506

implement one or more compactible and expandable structures 508, such as

deployable collectors, photovoltaic cells, antennas, etc. In some embodiments, as

illustrated in Figures 29a and 29b, power generation tiles 506 may implement

photovoltaic cell structures 510 and power transmitter structures 512 that are

movably interrelated through a compactable structure, such that when in a

compacted or packaged configuration the elements of the power generation tiles are

compressed together to occupy a total volume lower than when in a deployed

configuration. In some deployed configurations the photovoltaic cell and power

transmitter are separated by a gap (e.g., to create an offset, such as a vertical offset,

therebetween). Embodiments of compactable structure may include one or more

deployable structures and mechanisms.

[00146] Deployable structures may be implemented through motorized

interconnections and resilient members such as spring or tension arms that are bent

or are under compression, among others. Some embodiments may use composite

springs (e.g., carbon fiber or "S" springs). Some embodiments, for example, may

include collectors 514 that are elastically deployed via spring members 516

incorporated or attached thereto. In some other embodiments the photovoltaic

structure 510 may be deployed distally from the power transmitter through elastic

structures such as "S" springs 518 that are attached or integrated into one or both of

the photovoltaic and/or power transmitter structures. These springs 518 may be

compacted into cutouts 522 formed into the body 512 of the satellite module, as

illustrated in Figure 30. Additional structures may be incorporated with such

deployable structures. Some embodiments of power generation tiles 506 where the

photovoltaic structure 5 10 is distally separated from the power transmitter structure

512 may include power and signal feeds 520 to electrically interconnect the

photovoltaic and power transmission structures when spatially separated after



deployment. Other interconnections, support structures, thermal transmission

features, etc. may also be incorporate into such embodiments such that they may be

deployed when the compactible structures of the power generation tiles are

deployed.

[00147] Any suitable materials may be used to form such deployable power

generation tiles. In many embodiments suitable conductive materials may include

metals such as Au, Al, Ag, Pt. etc. Suitable insulating materials may include

polyimide film, among others. The springs and other deployable structures may be

made of a suitable resilient material such as carbon fiber, memory metals, etc.

[00148] Although specific spring deployable structures are shown, it should be

understood that such compactable structures may also incorporate packaging

techniques such as one or a combination of z-folding, wrapping, rolling, fan-folding,

double z-folding, Miura-ori, slip folding and symmetric wrapping may be used, among

others. In addition, although specific deployable structures (e.g., collector,

photovoltaics, power transmission, antenna) in association with specific power

generation tiles are described, it should be understood that embodiments of such

deployable structures may be used to deploy, offset and support other numbers,

geometries, configurations, shapes or sizes of such deployable structures according

to embodiments.

Pre-stressing Compactible Structures

[00149] In addition to the size and weight of the structures of the satellite

modules, another consideration in their design in accordance with embodiments is

their stability, i.e., conformation to a pre-designed shape and ability to resist

deformation from that pre-designed shape during operation. The stability

requirement for a satellite module, power generation tile, etc. depends on its size

and purpose, and, for a power transmitter the wavelength of operation. For example,

consider a phased array of square patch antennas on a grid of λ/2 with λ ~ 30 cm ( 1

GHz microwaves), attached to a 60 m diameter spinning membrane structure. The

antennas are synchronized to emit coherently in order to transmit power in a narrow

beam. If the calibration of the antennas is carried out assuming that the membrane

structure is perfectly planar, a subsequent distortion of the structure distorts the

radiation pattern and causes some power to be lost.



[00150] The efficiency of the array antenna is defined as the capability of

transferring power in a chosen direction, which corresponds to the direction of the

main beam if the antenna is perfectly planar. Figure 3 1 shows the normalized

radiation pattern (normalized radiation intensity in every direction) of a calibrated flat

structure for λ = 1 m (faster simulations). Figure 32 shows the power transmission

efficiency of the 60 m antenna array described above respectively deformed on each

of the first vibration modes of a spinning membrane as a function of the deformation

amplitude along with random deformation of various amplitudes. (Normalized

radiation patterns from each of four vibration modes of deformation are provided in

Figure 33.) In the graph the x-axis is the amplitude of the mode (maximum out-of-

plane deformation) divided by the wavelength. In particular, for λ = 30 cm Figure 32

shows that a shape error of as little as 18 cm over a 60 m structure can, in certain

embodiments, decrease the power efficiency of the power transmission by a factor of

two for at least one mode.

[00151] There are a number of sources of possible deformation in the out-of-

plane flatness of satellite modules and power generation tiles according to

embodiments, including: material imperfections (e.g., initial and degradation over

time), compaction imperfections (e.g., creases, electrostatic self-attraction, wrinkles),

thermal interference (e.g. external and internal sources), inertial loads (e.g.,

translations that depend on orbit and formation such as maneuvering, and rotation

such as reaction wheels and slewing, among others), gravity gradients (including in-

plane and out-of-plane), and solar pressure (e.g., from solar radiation).

[00152] Consider inertial loads placed on the satellite modules of a solar space

station during operation. One exemplary inertial load, as illustrated in Figure 34

might occur as the result of a need to slew the satellite module to keep either or both

the photovoltaic or power transmitter pointed in the correct direction (e.g., in the

direction of incoming solar radiation or in the direction of a power receiving rectenna,

respectively). In such cases, as shown in Figure 35a, the forces on the slewing

satellite module would have two components: a normal load from Euler force related

by the expression:

= m o (EQ. 10)

and a centrifugal force given by the expression:

= 2 (EQ. 11)



The maximum acceleration profiles for such inertial loads are shown graphically in

Figure 35b for values of Θ to Θ . Using these values it is possible to plot the inertial

load for a particular movement over a specified time period , as shown in the data

plot in Figure 35c. Assuming a 90° slew over a one hour time period (which can be

considered a fast-slew within embodiments of the SPS), an inertial load of 5 .15 x 10 7

N/m2 normal to the plane of the satellite module and an inertial load of 8 .10 x 10 7

B/m2 in the plane of the satellite module would be generated.

[00153] Similarly, as illustrated in Figure 36a, it is possible to predict the gravity

gradient load on a satellite module according to the expression :

¾ = fe - s = ? Q 2

At the geosynchronous orbits at which the SPS is proposed for operation, the gravity

gradient loads are -5.64 x 10 N/m2 (normal) and - 1/ 13 x 10 8 N/m2 (out of plane),

as shown graphically in Figure 36b. These forces are a factor of 100 lower than the

loads applied by inertial loading.

[00154] Finally, the contribution of the solar radiation pressure for an exemplary

SPS (e.g ., combination of photon absorption , reflection and emission) can be given

by the expression:

SRP = OS (EQ. 13)

Where the reflector is normal to the sun at 1AU the normal solar radiation pressure

would be on the order of 9.08 x 10 6 N/m2, the highest deformational load of the

contributions from inertial loading , gravity loading and solar radiation pressure by a

factor of 10 .

[00155] Regardless of the source of deformation, in some embodiments a

maximum deformation amplitude related to the frequency can be plotted, as shown

in Figure 37. As shown, an allowable disturbance envelope may be characterized

below - λ/4 for low frequency disturbances. It will be noted that there is a roll-off at

high frequency because of an inability to measure and compensate for disturbances

quickly enough at high enough frequencies. Accordingly, in some embodiments the

satellite module on which the power generation tiles are located is configured to be

sufficiently stable to avoid the creation of, or to reduce the system's sensitivity to,

deleterious deformations in the power transmission of the solar power station. Some

embodiments are configured to avoid the creation of, or to reduce the system's

sensitivity to disturbances below a maximum deformation amplitude of around λ/4.



Alternatively or in addition, electronic recalibration can be used in many

embodiments to correct for such deformations.

[00156] In many embodiments, deformations of the satellite modules and

power generation tiles of the solar power station are mitigated by prestressing one or

more of the components of each of the satellite modules such that the planar surface

of the satellite module is stabilized against out of plane deformation. Some

embodiments of pre-stressing mechanisms and methods include the use of

stabilizing booms under compression or bending such that a prestress is applied

across at least a portion of the satellite module. An illustration of a prestressed

satellite module 600 using stabilizing booms 602 is illustrated in Figures 38a and

38b. In some embodiments the satellite module 600 is divided into quadrants of

compactible structures 604 with booms 602 extending along a diagonal with respect

to the quadrants. In many embodiments, the quadrants are connected to the booms

on at least two points, along their length near the hub 606 and at the end of the

boom 608 (e.g., such that the prestress tensions is distributed through the edges of

the compactible structures of the satellite module), although the number and type of

connections to the booms may take any suitable form. The quadrants 604 may be

subdivided into a plurality of compactible structures that may be disposed in any

number, configuration, shape or size suitable for compaction. In the exemplary

embodiment illustrated in Figure 38a, the quadrants of the satellite module are

divided into a plurality of square tiles, however, other configurations could be

considered, such as in elongated panels running perpendicular or parallel to the

stabilizing booms (as shown in Figure 38b). In addition, although four quadrants are

shown in the figures, it should be understood that any number, size and shape of

such divisions of the overall compactible structure may be formed and

interconnected by any number or configuration of stabilizing booms.

[00157] In other embodiments, the stabilizing pre-stress force may be applied

via a dynamic force, such as a weighted spinning structure. An illustration of one

such embodiment is provided in Figure 39 where weighted elements 614 are

attached between a central hub 616 and at least an edge portion of each of the

compactible structures 612 of the satellite module 610 such that when the central

hub of the satellite module is spun the centrifugal force of the spinning hub causes

the weighted elements to apply a pre-stress to the compactible structures. In such

embodiments the satellite module may be made to spin continuously to provide a



stabilization force to the compactible structures. Although an embodiment shown

weighted tip elements at four corners of the satellite module, it should be understood

that any number, arrangement, shape and size of weighted elements may be

provided such that a sufficient stabilizing force is applied to the panels of the

compactible structure of the satellite module. In many embodiments, the weighted

elements may be integrated with the panels such that separate weighted element

are not provided.

[00158] Satellite modules incorporating slip-folds may also be pre-stressed in

accordance with embodiments. However, a satellite module 620 incorporating

slipping folds 622 is anisotropic (e.g., the stiffness parallel to the slipping folds is

much higher than the stiffness perpendicular to them), as illustrated in Figure 40. In

embodiments, this anisotropy is incorporated into the stabilizing method or

mechanism when prestressing the moveable elements of the compactible structure

of the satellite module. Some embodiments implement pre-stress configurations and

mechanisms such that the prestress along the fold axis is much higher than the

prestress orthogonal to the fold axis. An illustration of an embodiment of a

compactible structure 630 incorporating such an anisotropic prestress configuration

is provided in Figure 4 1 . In the embodiments slipping folds 632 are provided parallel

to the y-axis 634, and the compactible structure of the satellite module has a length a

along the x-axis and length b along the y-axis. The prestress is applied such that

each panel has equal tension in the y-direction (i.e., parallel to the slipping folds),

and no tension (or a much lower tension) is provided in the x-direction (i.e.,

perpendicular to the slipping folds). In such embodiments global tensioning forces Fx

at [±a/2, 0] and Fy at [0, ±b/2] (e.g., using suitable external stabilizing members, such

as booms or masts, or weights and a spinning force as described above) may be

applied to the compactible structures of the satellite module.

[00159] In some embodiments the satellite module edges can be shaped so as

to distribute prestress tensioning forces to implement uniaxial tensile loading P,

which is a force per unit length, to the moveable elements of the compactible

structure. Since the symmetric wrapping according to embodiments can be

implemented such that the edges 636 of the membrane are continuous and uncut,

they can operate to transmit the tension from the prestress to the moveable

elements. In many embodiments the application of the prestress tension is

configured such that the force P is uniformly distributed. Some embodiments



implement uniform prestress along the moveable elements of the compactible

structure by conforming the edges of the compactible structure into a parabolic

conformation.

[00160] Although one particular parabolic edge profile is shown in Figure 4 1,

the possible configuration of edge profiles (/(x):[0, a/2]→ R) available can be

determined by examining the area A normalized by the rhombus area ab/2 as a

function of the aspect ratio b/a and the normalized loading Pal2F . As illustrated in

Figure 42, the white area on the graph is inaccessible because f'(a/2) ≤ 0 , where:

The profile of the edges of the compactible structure of the satellite module can be

constructed by taking f(x) and mirroring it about the x and y axes. To ensure f(x) ≥ 0

then f(a/2) < 0 , and hence the following expression follows:

— - - ≤ 0 (EQ. 15)
2FX a '

where Pa/2FX is the loading parameter and b/a is the aspect ratio. In turn, the

prestressed satellite module area A normalized by the rhombus area ab/2 can be

determined by these parameters, as can the ratio of the global tensioning forces

F/F x, according to the following expressions:

= _ = (EQ. 6a b 3 b 2Fx '

F = + -b (EQ. 17)

These values are plotted in Figure 42 and provide a graphical description of the

dimensionless area as a function of these parameters.

[00161] Accordingly, in some embodiments the edge profile of the compactible

structure of the satellite module is configured in accordance with the loading

parameter and aspect ratio such that the prestress force P provides equal tension

across the movable elements of the satellite module in the direction parallel to the

slip folds of the moveable elements. Some embodiments implement prestress on

slip folded compactible satellite modules through one or more stabilizing members

(e.g., compression or bend loaded boom arms) and/or tip weighted members that

apply a prestress force to the movable members of the satellite modules along the

axis of the slip folds that is higher than the prestress force applied orthogonal to the

axis of the slip folds. Some embodiments apply a zero prestress force to the axis



orthogonal to the slip folds. In many embodiments the prestress force may be

distributed across the individual movable elements 642 of the satellite module 640

through an edge cord 644 that is attached between the stabilizing members 646 and

at least one end of each of the movable elements of the satellite module, as

illustrated in Figure 43. Some edge cords are provided with a parabolic profile that

matched the parabolic edge profile of the movable elements of the satellite module.

[00162] The amount of the prestress load applied to the movable elements is

dependent on the amount of deformation expected and allowable for satellite module

operation. The relationship between the load on the movable elements and

maximum deformational deflection can be determined according to embodiments.

Figure 44 illustrates the loads on a movable element of length L with a prestress

tension T applied thereto. According to embodiments, the maximum deflection for

such a movable element may be given by:

. W P fL\ 2 - _
ηαΧ = - ) (EQ.

and the maximum rotation of the movable element may be given by:

According to embodiments, for a 60 m satellite module formed of 30 movable panel

elements to keep the maximum deflection below 8 cm would entail implementing a

tension of 4.24 N to the movable elements, which could be accomplished by carbon

fiber composite booms having a radius of 2.5 cm. It will be understood that using

embodiments many other configurations of prestress forces and moveable elements

capable of stabilizing the satellite module may be implemented.

[00163] Some embodiments of prestressed satellite modules 650 implement

lightweight structures 652 (e.g. a network of rigid or semi-rigid frames) either at the

module or the movable element level 654 onto which the power generation tiles 656

may be attached (e.g. hung) such that the prestress is distributed through the

lightweight structure and the individual power generation tiles carry very little or no

prestress, as illustrated in Figure 45. Alternatively, the prestress may be directly

distributed through a network of interconnected power generation tiles.

[00164] Although specific embodiments of mechanisms and methods for

applying prestress forces for various satellite modules have been provided, it should

be understood that alternative prestressing mechanics and methods may be applied

to the satellite modules such that a stabilizing force is distributed across the movable



elements of the satellite module according to alternative embodiments. In addition,

the prestressing embodiments described may be applied to other compactible

satellite modules having different number, shape or configurations of movable

elements.

Compactible Structure Deployment Mechanisms

[00165] In many embodiments deployment mechanisms are provided to deploy

the compacted satellite modules (e.g., move the compactible elements of the

satellite module from a compacted to a deployed configuration). In many

embodiments an active or passive mechanism is interconnected with one or more

portions of the compactible structures of the satellite module such that when

activated the compacted structures of the satellite modules may be expanded into a

deployed operational configuration.

[00166] In some embodiments a mechanically expandable member may be

incorporated into the satellite module. An illustration of such a satellite module is

provided in Figure 46a where a satellite module 700 having a plurality of compactible

structures 702 are disposed about a central hub 704. The compactible structures

702 are interconnected on at least one edge with a mechanically expandable

member 706 such that as the mechanical member is urged outward the compactible

structures are also expanded outward from the central hub. The expandable

member may be motorized or may use stored energy, such as, compressed or bent

expandable members, among others.

[00167] In many embodiments the compactible structures of the satellite

module may be configured such that motion of the satellite module provides the

expansive deployable force. An illustration of one such embodiment is provided in

Figure 46b where weighted elements 720 are attached between a central hub 722

and at least a portion of each of the compactible structures 724 of the satellite

module 726 such that when the central hub of the satellite module is spun the

centrifugal force of the spinning hub causes the weighted elements to move outward

thereby expanding the compactible structures. In such embodiments the satellite

module may be made to spin continuously to provide a stabilization force to the

compactible structures.

[00168] Embodiments are also directed to packaging/deployment constructs for

implementing a slip-wrapped satellite module. Some embodiments of such a slip-



wrapping packaging/deployment construct in the form of a cage 800 and associated

clip 801 is illustrated in Figures 47a (isometric view of cage) and 47b (sectional view

of clip). In many embodiments, the cage 800 provides an unwrapping management

device incorporating a hollow body 802 formed of two halves 804 and 804' and

having two slots disposed therein 806 and 806'. Some slots 806 and 806' are

formed across the two halves 804 and 804' of the hollow body. During operation the

wrapped and folded satellite module would be positioned within the hollow body with

the ends B and B ' at the slot entrances such that they can be pulled therethrough by

application of the forces (e.g., F B and F B ) . In many other embodiments the clip is

used in conjunction with the cage and provides an unfolding management device.

The clip in accordance with embodiments is rotatably mounted within the cage body

802 such that the clip may rotate relative thereto during the unwrapping. The clip

incorporates moveable panel holding portions 808 and 808' interconnected via a

central axial element 810. The holding portions are configured such that the top 812

and bottom 812' portions of at least some of the moveable panels within the stack of

moveable panels are held within the midportion of the clip. Some embodiments of

the holding portions provide sufficient holding pressure to the moveable panels such

that the moveable panels are controllably deployed during unfolding one section at a

time in a sequential manner. During operation, the ends A and A ' of the stack of

moveable panels of the unwrapped compactible structure are positioned such that

during the unfolding the halves 804 and 804' of the cage body 802 are drawn apart

as the moveable panels are unfolded when the forces (e.g., F A and F A ) are applied

to the ends A and A ' thereof.

[00169] Some embodiments for deploying a slip-wrapped compactible structure

using the packaging and deployment construct of Figures 47a and 47b are illustrated

in Figure 48. As shown in some embodiments the unwrapping stage is implemented

by pulling the two ends B and B ' in opposite directions out of the cage 800 by

applying appropriate forces (e.g., F B and F B ) . The application of force to the ends

may be done in any order consecutively or simultaneously and the force is applied

until such point that the entire lengths of the moveable panels of the compactible

structure are unwrapped such that a stack of elongated folded moveable panels of

the compactible structure is obtained. During the unwrapping the clip 801 will rotate

within the cage 800. Once the unwrapping is complete the stack of moveable panels

is unfolded by applying a force (e.g., F A and A at points A and A ' of the stack of



moveable panels. The application of force to the ends of the unwrapped stack

moveable panels may be done in any order consecutively or simultaneously and the

force is applied until such point that a fully deployed compactible structure is

obtained. As shown during the unfolding the halves 804 and 804'of the cage are

drawn away with the ends A and A'. Although the unwrapping/unfolding deployment

methodology was described in relation to embodiments of a packaging/deployment

construct it will be understood that such a unwrapping/unfolding method may be

implemented using other suitable deployment mechanisms and packaging

configurations.

[00170] An exemplary embodiment of a compactible structure deployed in

accordance with the slip-wrapped mechanisms and methods is presented in Figure

49a. As shown a compactible structure with parabolic edges and ligament slipping

folds having a b/a = Pa/2FX = 1, and a = 1 m, h = 25.4 µιη , and being made from

aluminized polyester film was provided. Since b/a = Pa/2F
X

Fy/Fx = 2 . As shown in

the images, the deployment of the compactible structure occurred as described in

the embodiments above, with a first unwrapping step followed by an unfolding step.

During the deployment the forces required to deploy the compactible structure were

measured. Results for both the unwrapping and unfolding steps are provided in

Figure 49b. Both in-plane and radial forces were measured, however, as the in-

plane transverse forces were 20 times smaller than the radial forces they are not

graphed. As shown in the graph the radial forces applied never exceeded 0.6 N.

The deployment was displacement controlled at a rate of 11.9 mm/s. The peaks in

the unfolding graph demonstrate the consecutive (as opposed to simultaneous)

deployment of the moveable panels as there is an increase and decrease in the

force applied as each panel is separately deployed. The test demonstrates that the

deployment construct and methodology in accordance with embodiments operates to

unwrap and unfold the compactible structure " in a controlled manner.

[00171] Regardless of the mechanism chosen, in many embodiments the

satellite module may be divided into any number and configuration of separate

compactible structures with any number of hubs and deployment mechanisms (e.g.,

expandable members, weighted elements, etc.). In many embodiments the

compactible structures are attached along at least two edges to more than one

deployment mechanism such that more even expansion of the compactible

structures may be obtained. In many embodiments, for example, multiple weights or



expandable members may be attached to each of the compactible structures along

multiple points or edges of the compactible structures. Some expandable members

or weighted elements may be incorporated into the structure of the compactible

structures. Many embodiments of deployment mechanisms may include deployment

controls to controllably operate the compactible structures of the satellite modules so

that the satellite modules are expanded into a deployed configuration when desired.

Some embodiments of such deployment controls may be automated, such that the

positioning or motion of the satellite hub automatically engages the deployment

mechanism, such as, for example, by spinning the satellite module at a specified

rate. Other embodiments may incorporate control circuits such that an external

signal or command is required to activate the deployment mechanism. Such

deployment controls may operate across an entire satellite module, may be disposed

individually in each power generation tile, or a combination thereof.

[00172] While particular embodiments and applications of the present invention

have been illustrated and described herein, it is to be understood that the invention is

not limited to the precise construction and components disclosed herein and that

various modifications, changes, and variations may be made in the arrangement,

operation, and details of the methods and apparatuses of the present invention

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as it is defined in the

appended claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A space-based solar power station comprising:

a plurality of unconnected compactible satellite modules disposed in space in

an orbital array formation, wherein each of the compactible satellite modules

comprises:

a plurality of structural elements moveably interconnected such that the

dimensional extent of the satellite modules in at least one axis is compactible;

a plurality of power generation tiles disposed on each of the plurality of

moveable elements, each of the power generation tiles having at least one

photovoltaic cell and at least one power transmitter collocated thereon, the at

least one photovoltaic cell and power transmitter in signal communication

such that an electrical current generated by the collection of solar radiation by

the at least one photovoltaic cell powers the at least one power transmitter,

and where each of the at least one power transmitters comprises:

an antenna; and

control electronics that controls the phase of a radio frequency

power signal that feeds the antenna so that the power transmitter is

coordinated with power transmitters on other power generation tiles to

form a phased array.

2 . The space-based solar power station of claim 1, wherein the plurality of

structural elements have a finite thickness and are foldable relative to each other by

one of the following z-folding, fan-folding, double z-folding, Miura-ori, and slip-folding.

3 . The space-based power station of claim 2 , wherein the folded movably

interrelated elements are further compacted by rotationally symmetric wrapping.

4 . The space-based solar power station of claim 1, wherein adjacent

structural elements fold together along a fold axis and slip a predetermined distance

relative to each other along the fold axis, and wherein at least the edges of the

structural elements transverse to the fold axis are continuously interconnected.



5 . The space-based solar power station of claim 4 , wherein material voids

are formed along at least portions of the fold axis between the adjacent structural

elements.

6 . The space-based solar power station of claim 5 , further comprising one

or more interconnections that bridge the material voids.

7 . The space-based solar power station of claim 6 , wherein the

interconnections comprise one or both ligament folds or hinges.

8 . The space-based solar power station of claim 6 , wherein the

interconnections are one or more hinges selected from the group consisting of

latchable, frictionless, and slippage.

9 . The space-based solar power station of claim 4 , wherein the structural

elements are configured to fold along the plurality of fold axes into a stack of a

plurality of structural elements compacted along an axis transverse to the fold axis.

10. The space-based solar power station of claim 9 , wherein the stack of a

plurality of structural elements is wrappable into a curved structure having a bend

radius at which plastic deformation of the structural elements is prevented.

11. The space-based solar power station of claim 10, wherein the bend

radius does not exceed a minimum bend radius Rmin given by:

1 _ 2

where h is the thickness of the individual structural elements, E is the material

modulus of the structural elements, and oy yield stress of the structural elements.

12. The space-based solar power station of claim 10, wherein the

longitudinal ends of the stack of a plurality of structural elements undergo no slip

during wrapping.



13. The space-based solar power station of claim 1, wherein the packaging

efficiency, of the satellite module when in a compacted state, as determined by the

ratio of the packaged volume of the compacted satellite module to the material

volume of the satellite module, is greater than 50%.

14. The space-based solar power station of claim 1, wherein the

dimensionalized length λ of the structural elements ranges from 103 to 106 and the

spacing φ between the structural elements in a compacted state is between 1 and

1.5.

15. The space-based solar power station of claim 1, wherein each of the

plurality of power generation tiles are formed of a plurality of movably interrelated

elements such that at least the photovoltaic cell and power transmitter of each power

generation tile are movable relative to each other such that the dimensional extent of

the power generation tiles are reducible along at least one axis.

16. The space-based solar power station of claim 15 , wherein the movably

interrelated elements of the power generation tiles are interconnected through one or

more resilient members.

17. The space-based solar power station of claim 15, wherein at least the

photovoltaic cell and the power transmitter on each power generation tile are

disposed on separate moveable elements such that the photovoltaic cell and power

transmitter are displaceable relative to each other such that an offset transverse to

the planes of the photovoltaic cell and power transmitter is opened therebetween.

18. The space-based solar power station of claim 17, wherein the separate

moveable elements are interconnected through one or more resilient members.

19. The space-based solar power station of claim 18, wherein the resilient

members are springs.



20. The space-based solar power station of claim 19, wherein the resilient

members are compactable within the plane of one or both of the photovoltaic cell

and the power transmitter.

2 1. The space-based solar power station of claim 17 , further comprising

one or more conductive elements that extend between the offset to conductively

couple the power transmitter and the photovoltaic cell.

22. The space-based solar power station of claim 15, wherein each of the

power generation tiles further comprise one or more collectors configured to

concentrate incoming solar radiation onto each of the photovoltaic cells, and wherein

the collectors are engageable with one or more expandable structures such that the

collectors are displaceable into and out of the plane of the photovoltaic cell.

23. The space-based solar power station of claim 22, wherein the

expandable structures are resilient members.

24. The space-based power station of claim 1, wherein the structural

elements are prestressed such that a tensional force is distributed thereacross, the

tensional force being sufficient to resist spatial deformation of the plane of the

satellite module.

25. The space-based power station of claim 24, wherein the prestress

tension is distributed across the structural elements by one or more stabilizing boom

arms.

26. The space-based power station of claim 24, wherein the prestress

tension is distributed across the structural elements by one or more weighted

elements being subject to a centrifugal force applied by the rotation of the satellite

module.



27. The space-based power station of claim 24, wherein adjacent structural

elements are interconnected through slip-folds, and wherein the prestress tension is

distributed anisotropically across the plurality of structural elements such that the

tension applied along the slip-fold axis is much greater than the tension applied

transvers to the slip-fold axis.

28. The space-based power station of claim 27, wherein the edges of the

structural elements transverse to the slip-fold axis are continuously interconnected,

and wherein the prestress tension is distributed to the plurality of structural elements

through the edges of the structural elements.

29. The space-based power station of claim 24, wherein the edges of the

structural elements are disposed in a parabolic profile.

30. The space-based power station of claim 24, wherein the structural

elements comprise an outer supportive frame through which the prestress tension is

applied, and wherein the power generation tiles are disposed within the outer

supportive frame such that no prestress tension is distributed into the power

generation tiles.

3 1 . The space-based power station of claim 1, further comprising a

deployment mechanism engageable with the plurality of structural elements to apply

a force thereto such that the elements are moved relative to each other on

application of the force.

32. The space-based power station of claim 3 1 , wherein the deployment

mechanism comprises one or more elongatable booms.

33. The space-based power station of claim 3 1 , wherein the deployment

mechanism comprises weighted elements, and wherein the force is applied by

rotation of the satellite module.



34. A satellite module deployment mechanism comprising:

a cage defining an internal volume configured to contain a satellite module

formed from a plurality of slip-wrapped structural elements therein, the cage being

comprised of two separable halves of a hollow body, the separable halves further

defining two aligned openings accessing the internal volume disposed opposite each

other along the line of separation between the two halves;

an elongated clip configured to releasably retain a folded stack of the plurality

of structural elements, the elongated clip being rotatably disposed within the internal

volume of the cage and aligned such that the longitudinal ends of the folded stack of

structural elements of the slip-wrapped satellite module are aligned with the two

openings;

wherein the clip rotates about an axis within the cage as the longitudinal ends

of the slip-wrapped structural elements of the satellite module are extended radially

outward from the cage to form an elongated stack of structural elements; and

wherein the halves of the cage are drawn radially outward away from each

other as the structural elements of the elongated stack of structural elements of the

slip-wrapped satellite module are unfolded outward from the clip axis.

35. The satellite deployment mechanism of claim 34, wherein the clip

provides a retaining force sufficient such that the plurality of structural elements are

unfolded sequentially.

36. A wrapping guide plug comprising two rotationally symmetric halves of

a cylinder having a curved slit running therethrough, wherein the slit has a thickness

sufficient to retain a stack of structural elements between the halves of the cylinder

such that the ends of structural elements extend beyond the diameter of the cylinder,

and wherein the radius of the cylinder is sufficiently large such that wrapping the

structural elements about the circumference of the cylinder does not induce a bend

radius on the structural elements that exceeds a minimum bend radius that would

result in the plastic deformation of one or more of the structural elements.

37. The wrapping guide plug of claim 36, wherein the structural elements

are pre-slipped relative to each other such that when wrapped about the wrapping

guide plug the longitudinal ends of the structural elements are aligned.



38. A method of packaging and deploying a satellite module of a space-

based power station comprising:

providing a plurality of unconnected compactible satellite modules disposed in

space in an orbital array formation, wherein each of the compactible satellite

modules comprises:

a plurality of structural elements wherein adjacent structural elements

fold together along a fold axis and slip a predetermined distance relative to

each other along the fold axis, and wherein at least the edges of the structural

elements transverse to the fold axis are continuously interconnected such that

the dimensional extent of the satellite modules in at least one axis is

compactible;

folding the plurality of structural elements together along an axis transverse to

the fold axis such that the plurality of structural elements are compacted into a stack

having a longitudinal axis and longitudinal ends transverse to the folding axis;

symmetrically rotating the two halves of the stack of the plurality of structural

elements at the midpoint of the longitudinal length of the stack; and

wrapping the symmetrically rotate halves of the stack of the plurality of

structural elements into a cylinder wherein the radius of wrapping does not exceed a

minimum radius at which the structural elements would plastically deform.
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